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xviii TO PARENTS AND GTJARDIANS.

of capacity, or from any natural defect in their organg|
Irat from the want of such a system, as should awaken
their curiosity, and interesttheir feelings -such a sys-

tem as should insure them some improvement at every
step j should excite their emulation^ produce patience
and perseverance, and speedily enable them to write
with facility and elegance* Instead of this, it is much to

be lamented, that in the common mode of instruction^ by
far the greater number of children are furnished with,

but ortlinary copies ; and being seated at a distance
from the teacher, without rules, and with but little if

any assistance, they are left to trudge on, year after

year, amidst innumerable discouragements, and by the
anere dint of their own genius, to acquire one of the
finest and most useful arte, of which, indeed^ but few
teachers themselves are masters*

It is obvious to all, that children have a natural
propensi^ for drawing—a fondness for imitating with
§apen ©r pencil any thing which strikes their minds as
being curious or beautiful This is evident frqm their

'voluntary attempts to draw kees, flowery birds, &e,
How as a a handsome piece of writing is a speaking
picture," which immediately pleases every beholder,
the inetmatioti of children^ just mentioned^ may be
turned to the best advantage in teaching the art of
Writing, The plan of this work is calculated to che-
rish and improve this inclination^ The tides are so
plain and easy, that the pupil will advance With rapid-
ity ;-^every new lesson will give him additional plea.
«ure, and prompt him to farther exertion. The follow*
ing books are reduced to such lessons, that the learner
may every hour perceive his oWn improvement, and by
practice will be gradually led from the first principles,

to a correct formation of the letters, and to their differ;

ent coinbinaiions in joimng hand; Thus, instead of
confining children to writing as a tedious and laborious
task, they may acquire the art of writing merely by
w&y of ainuscMieBt, as well as save a « vast portion of
time for improvement in various other branches of use*

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS, six

ful science* And what eAn be more gratifying to par-

ents, than to see this elegant and useful branch of edu-

cation acquired by theirWldreti with so little expense^

and in so short a time ?

It is much to be regretted that it has become of

late years in a degree fashionable to write a scrawling

and almost uninMligible hand. Letters of business

or friendship are too often written in this way. But

to write in such a manner might seem to discover a want

of taste, and little respect for those to whom we write.

Why should not this be thought as real a defect, as to

read or spell erroneously, or to speak ungrammatically?

It is certainly desirable that letters should be so writ-

ten that they may please, not only by their sentiments,

but also liy tfe legibility and elegance of the hand-

writing,

But it is of still more importance in mercantile

and all public business, that writing should be exe-

tinted in a fair hand. Book accounts, bonds, deeds,

notes, &c, very much depend on the legibility of the

writing, and often on
In view of these things it is evidently of great con-

sequence that exertions should, be made to prevent the

further prevalence ofa careless andbad habit in writing*

As soon as cliildrem have regularly gone through^

and stifflciently practised the lessons of large joining-

hand copies, and have entered upon the lessons of the

small or running hand, it would greatly tend to their

advantage to be provided with a blank book, ruledfor

Ihe purpose^ in which they should, at their leisure, or

by way of amusement^ be instructed to transcribe in a

fair and neat hand such miscellaneous pieces and seleet

sentences in prose or verse as the parents or teachers

may direct.

In this book, also, may be noted down various in-

stractions of the parents, and particuliir rules of duty

1o be observed by cldldren. The text on Sabbath
days, and so much of the sermon as can be remember-

ed should be inserted, which would assist them in
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properly arranging their own ideas | strengthen their
memories and improve their minds; and what is of
still greater consequence, make them acquainted with
the Holy Scriptures. And the practice pftranscribing
such Sentences, as hold forth virtue in the most engag-
ing charms, and such as expose immorality, might he
a great barrier against profaneness and vice of every
hind. In this way children would soon attain a ready
and free use of the pen, which can be acquired in no
other way ihan, hy frequent practice.

THE

ART OF WRITING,

In every art and science there are certain first and

|ixedpriiiciptesrwhicli- are as a foundationuponwhich

the whole is built- The right understanding- of these

is absolutely neceiSsarj^ that we may become masters

of the art which we undertake to learn. And a

neglect ofthese in learning to write^ is the only reason

why many^ who have spent time sufficient ' to have

been accomplished writers., are
?
after all^ incapable

of writing a legible hand
;
and are thereby, in a great

measure^ disqualified for the service of the public ;

qr even to transact private business with propriety.

My first object, therefor in my schools., has

generally been to teach the learner to draw the prin-

cipal strokes singly,with a degree of accuracy, before

he has been allowed to make letters composed of

two strokes : By this method I have had the great

pleasure of seeing the art of writing acquired in less

than one fourth of the time usually consumed in the

common way. This is .certainly a matter of great

and lasting importance^ both toparents and children.

It will, be easily admitted^ that writing is gained

by imitation? rather than by reasoning ; a little atten-
v

4 ,
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lion will also convince any one, that nearly all the let-

ters, both great anil small, are made by the different

combinations of a few leading strokes. Hence may

be seen the necessity of learners having well impres-

sed on their minds at first/ a clear and distinct idea

of the principal strokes 5 for as the pen must follow

the mind of a writer, a just idea of the best formed

characters ought to be well impressed on the mind,

that they may be instantly ready to drop from the pen

when called for. A neglect of this is the reason why

so many inonthsj and even years, are, with manfo

but little better than thrown away.

Therefore, since the letters of the alphabet are

formedby the different combinations of a few princi-

pal strokes, it must at once appear evident to every

discerning mind, that pupils should:at first be taught

to draw these strokes separately^ until they have

acijiiired clear and distinct ideas of esiehj and are-

able at once to discern where the pen ought to h&vfr

feeefi cartied lightar^ or pressed harder*, in order to

have jftiore exactly imitated the plate*

iFroifi the reason and nature of things^ it appears

as necessary that learners should be welt instructed

in the manner of drawing the first or leading strokes^

in order soton i& become masters of this aft, as that

they should be taught to know and s&iffid the letters

of the alpliahetj before thfey ar@ set to reading words

=bJ five or six, syllables*

I Another great defect M fc^eMng this art % a

neglect of a proper standard for iinitatkat- People

in general are not thoroughly sensible ef the great

AWT. OF WMTpfi. 8

inconvenience arising from the imitation of a bad

hand ; or of the slow progress Which is made in

consequence of being taught by a. succession of mas-

ters who write a diversity ofhands . It is therefore of

the first importance, especially where there is a fre-

quent change of masters, to have some regular, fixed

standard, whereby to attain tbe Art of Writing ; so

that, even though the teacher should not write an

accurate and elegant hand, yet the pupil may be still

improving, and not lose so great a proportion of that

short pittance of time which is allotted to thousands

of our youth for the acquisition of ibis art. All are

ait once ready to acknowledge!, that there should be

a proper standard foivpronunciation ;
(and we have

lately been convinced of the utility of such a plan,)*

and is it not equally necessary there should be a

proper standard to eonvey our ideas by writing as

, by pronunciation ? For when all are taught to pro-

nounce alike, we may, without any difficulty, under^

stand one another ; sowhen all are at first instructed

to imitate^ in writing, one and the same standard, we

shall soon perceive the agreeable effect of that har-

mony and similarity which will be the natural con-

sequence. . :

Those logicians reason backwards, whcrtell us,

it is best for children at first to have a poor copy for

imitation, lest they be discouraged; they do not

consider that this method not only at oiice cramps a

child's geniusj, and consequently is the direct way

* The author here alludes to Mr. Webster^ Grammatical

Institute of the English Language.
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to discourage him, (as such ungraceful copies are
not sufficient to keep his attention awake) but that
it will take as long, if not longer, exaetly to imitate
a had hand, as it would a cood one.

There are three very great disadvantages which
naturally arise from not having the best of copies for
imitation at first beginning to write. 1st, There is

a great loss of time. Sdly, Tliere is also a great
waste ofmoney

j and this is not the worst
;
forSdly,

Bad habits must of necessity be contracted; for
while a child has before him a very imperfect copy
&r imitation, he is not only laboring to impress Ms
mmd wiOv quite a wrong idea of a letter, but he
likewise habituates himself to a wrong motion of the
fingers, and pressure of the pen, in drawing this
letter; and these habits are corrected afterwards
with great diMculty, if ever, as must be acknow-
Jcdge4 by, ajl who consider the force, of custom ; it

being much harder to correct a bad babit, than to
acquire a good one at first

Now, since it must cost unwearied labor, botl$
for the teacher and learner, to rid the mind from a
wrong idea of a letter, as well as to aequire the right
motion of the fingers and pressure of the pen, what
a pity it is that so much time and other expenses
should be thrown away, only to acquire a bad habit
of writing, when a handsome hand, by proceeding
in a regular method, may be learned in a much
Shorter time, and with less expense.

From what has been said, it may be easily in-
ferred, that two things are absolutely necessary to

ART OF WRITING. 0

be attended to, that any one may soon become master

of this art.

The first is, to get a perfect idea of each principal

stroke well impressed on the mind.

The second is, to acquire the tight motion of the

fingers, or pressure of the pen, in order to draw

these strokes upon the paper ; both of which may

soon be acquired by a careful use of the dry pen,

of which more will be said hereafter.

My present design is> in the most easy and fa-

miliar manner, at bnce to give the learner fully to

understand the ground work of this art, and at the

same time to describe the most legible and suitable

characters of the best plates now in use.

I have therefore in the following work dissected

the letters, placing the six principal strokes by

themselves, that the learner may draw them accu-

rately, before he proceeds to form letters ; as soon

as he is able to do this, he will go on to write with

great ease—because twenty-five of the small letters,

and several of the capitals, are made by the diffe-

rent combinations of these principal strokes, with

but a little variation or addition. It is therefore the

interest of the learner to pay his first attention to

these strokes, which are exceedingly simple, consi-

dered separately, their likeness one to another, and

their dependance on each other, as may be plainly

seen and easily understood, by attending to the

|bllowing explanations and observations.
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PRINCIPAL STROKE

I Direct 7. 4 Inverted /. 6 Ste&f.

$ Curved £ 4^'

If any should ob|ecfc against the t being placed

as "the first stroke, as it is not the most simple, the

following reasons am sufficient to remove the ubjec- -

i~ As to stem is perfectly inetaded in the .i, it

is at once made, after the knowledge of that stroke

Is acquired; it being then only to continue the same
pressure of the pen down to the line. Therefore it

is needless for children to spend time in drawing
the stem, when it is perfectly learned in the I,

S. As it is necessary that children should learn

to bear lightly as well as press upon the pen^at the
very first handling of it, they should begin upon a
stroke which requires both the pressure and rise

of the pen.

3. AH, who have everpaid a particular attention

in teaching this art, are very sensible it is with some
difficulty that children are taught to turn the bottom

ART OF WAITING, f

of the I according, to the plate, as there is a twofold

motion of the pen required in this turn ; now this

difficulty must still be increased, if the learner has

habituated himself to a contrary motion of tjiepenj

which must necessarily be the case if the stem is

made first. As the bottom of the sfem requires the

pressure of the pen, quite contrary to the bottom of

ari i.

As a means to fix the attention, and at the same

time to encourage children to take pains when leam-

ins turn at the bottom of an I, they should be

often reminded, that when aMomhdge of this stroke

is acquired, they have learned the turn of all the

other letters in the alphabet^ as they are all turned

alike. This will be a means to fortify their minds
,.

with patience^ and consequently a help to their im-

provement.

First, Let it here be ob- f
'

served, Ifjfai three of these

strokes are perfect letters> £ ^

as the learner may easily

diseern, via, the 1st, 4th,

and 5th.

Secondly. That these

three letters, the Z, j, am*

0^ by themselves;, and being

differently joined, make nine letters, as may be seen

in the mar^n. Therefore, whfen a learner can draw

them accurately, he will he complete master ofnine

small letters (except the mere matter of joinim

them) and parts of several capitals.
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Thirdly. Of the six principal strokes, with little

addition or variation, and being

formed twenty-five small letters, and several

c

EXPLANATIONS.

I. The first stroke is the I; and

of this are formed the h,t} little %
f

and u, and part of the a and d ; the

b is made of the I, by carrying the

liair stroke up to the line, and add-

ing a small swell. Observe, thai

although the * and the little i are

neither of them drawn so long as the I, yet the same
shape and idea of the character is to be retained,

and the same motion of the fingers and pressure of
the pen is required, as each of these letters is

the lower part of the I.

It is easy to discern that two i's

form the

The i being drawn on

the right side of the o, forms

the a.

The I being drawn on

the right side of the o, forms

ART OF WBITIN0, 9

Thej* being drawn on the

right of the i forms the

The j being drawn on the vi0it

of the o forms the

The j being iiiyerted and

protraded a little forms the f'f

the stem feeing drawn on the

right ofIthe o9 makes ih$ q ; all

of which may be seen in the

margin.

XI. The second strokeU the inverted L

or the direct I drawn bottom upwards ; as

in the margin.

Both the inverted and curved 2 ought to

be drawn nearly, or quite, as long as the

direet % by the learner, as the idea of their depen-

dance on each other will be much more easily under-

stood and retained. It will also help them to com*

sers. fSee jffyde.J

5
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Teachers sliould take particular

care to give the learner perfectly to

understand the meaning of the word

inverted, by which means they will

sooner acquire the knowledge of this

stroke. The best way to do this is

to draw a number of direct and in-

verted Vs before the learner*, then

pointing very particularly to the turxi

of cachj till hp, fully perceives their

exact likeness to each other- The
inverted I is the first I and second

stroke of the the first of the nf icy

and r ; all of which may be seen in

the margin.

HI* The third stroke is the curv-

ed Ij drawn as in the margin. This

stroke may properly be said to in-

elude both the direct and inverted Ij

for observe^ all b%|>w the break at

the 'top is the same stroke with the

direct Ij and all above the break at /^ll
the bottom, is exactly the stroke of

the inverted l? as may be see» in the

5 2

& 3

2 S

3.

margin.

The curved I is the lust stroke in

the mT nT wf h? and and the first

ART OF WRITING,

Thus? when the learner has

cince acquired clear ideas ofboth

the direct and inverted Z?
hfr may

soon obtain a good idea of the

curved% which so plainly par-

takes of both the former.

£?• Let it be remembered^

that much of the beauty, as well

as legibility of good writing de-

pends upon drawing the body

of the curved I perfectly straight.

The v is also formed of the

curved ly by carrying the hair

stroke uji to the line, and add-

ing a swell, like that of the b
f

w, and r,

IV. The fourth strode

is thej^ and is

longj
1

^ being drawnthus.

1 . Thej being invfcrk.

edj and . the body pro-

tracted a little? forms the

ft as has been observed?

in page £L

% The/ continued^

and turned as me ? ax xiifc

bottom, forms the long/.



B, Thtf/ being drawn on the right side of the -o,

j md drawn on the right of the curved
pr little i,forms the$; as may be seen on page 9.

V,

is

stroke is the o f which

c, e, and as.

1. Thee is made
the Of by adding an inverted comma at

as

%. The e also is formed by draw-

ing up a curved hair stroke from the

centre of .the space to the top, from

which draw down the left side of the

o? as fot the <v

3* The a? is formed by the combi-

nation of two c?s ; the first being invert-

ed, and the other drawn direct, and

joined to the first,

VI, The sixth stroke is the steM,

is drawn thus.

6?
as nas oeen ooseryea^ is

in tjue «g therefore^ having learnt th§ l3 th$ stem k
at once made, as it is only continuing the body of

*• same pressure j£ Ben quite to the:

line,

ART OF IB

'The stem is the first stroke ofthe fc,$ and k} and

the second 8 the q ; as may be seen below.

6 &

&* The h is made by adding the indented i to

the stem.

The little s is made as in the

^margin.

The small % is made in shape

like the capital one.

EVoW the foregoing observations, the utility of

learning by heart the following dialogues and scheme

will at once appear 5 which so amply shoWs, at one

view, the dependance of the letters upon these

strokes, as well as of one letter upon another.
0 The

letters are analized, the component parts of each

letter being placed separately, not only for the help

with clear and distinct ideas of the letters, which is

absolutely necessary in order soon, to write an easy

iand legible hand*
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/ DIALOGUE ON WBITXNGK

• 1 * Ques* Which h one of the most useful of all

arts ?
.,

'

% f -

'

Jlns* As ii respects all classes of people, the

art of writing ought certainly to be so consider-

ecl. Its great importance to. society led Br. Watts
to say it was | almost a divine art."—" The knowl-
edge of letters," lie adds, " is one of the greatest

blessings, which heaven ever bestowed on the chil-

dren of men. By this means mankind are enabled

to preserve the memory of tMngs idoiie in their own
times, and to lay up a rich treasure of knowledge
for all succeeding ages."

S. q. What do we understand by the Art of

Writing?

% The art of drawing and variously combining
the letters of the alphabet.

3. q. Who was the first inventor of letters ?

#3. Some say Adam 5 some Enos ; others say

Moses ; but it remains an uncertainty.

4>. q, What is the use of letters ?

JL They are used to convey our ideas to each

other.

5, Of what lines are letters composed ?

Jh Of straight and curved lines,

6, How are letters fomed by these lines ?

•(2. By drawings jiropordoningj and pi*operIijr

joining them together*

7v Q In what directions are the letters to be

drawn?
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THE PllDSrCIP-AL STROKES

tlvrect\

invited
1

2

/

-—

4

/,To town $ig

W Hrart* the dzj^tt- C
Smimr^u the hazrf^M up t& the line
3. s/ld& the reversed cvrnnza

mvm half (?ie upperspace diwv the
£/M the tent^ tike cr#ff it
iPmm ike center lute dmw $ie &
2m the upper* Imeplace $ze period

1

Jhe ^ formed ef the low??-
partt of two direct

The O a^d. lower pixri i^f che

/

. e/

27ie & and d^eetl^ /birn^ the

If
J n

ART OF WEITINa i5
KjC "Jf-j • f ..

.

-

it AH the stems and body parts of the letters are

to be drawn down slanting from right to left, «a an-

gle of not more than fifty-five degrees, and the hair

strokes after the turns are formed, ascend from

left to right, at an angle of about forty-five degrees.

8. q. How is the Art of Writing acquired ?

A. By learning to draw and combine six princi-

pal strokes.

9. <f"Is it needful to know what these strokes

are ? -
„

;:'"'

A. Yes j for unless we get a perfect idea of each

separately we can never write handsomely.

10. Q. Why should the principles first be at-

tended to-?

A. Because it is much easier to proceed from the

single parts io a whole letter than to form a whole

letter accurately at once.

11. How many principal strokes are there?

A. J^ix.

12. Q. What are they named ?

.JL 1st, The direct t 3d, The inverted I, 3d,

the curved I 4th, The;. 5th, The o. 6th, The

stem. .

13. Q. What is the use of these six strokes ?.

A. They serve to make twenty-five small letters,

and several of the capitals,

14. Q. Which of the small letters are made by

the help of them ?

A. All, except the little s and «,

15. Q. Which are the capitals ?
;

A. The 0, Uf.Yf and one kind of !M

r
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OF THE DIRECT L

16. Which is the first stroke ?

•2. The direct I.

17. Q- Are there any other letters contained in

the direct I

P

Yes; the 5 is formed of the bycontinuing

the hair stroke a little curving up to the line^ and

adding a small swell/ Also the little i and .«*

13i ij- Is thela part of any otlier letters?

*2. Yes ; the I being drawn on the right side of

the 0 makes the ; and the lower part of the /, which
is the 4 drawn on the right side of the o makes
the a.. . .

OF THE INVERTED /.

19. Which is the second, stroke ?

JL The inverted

%Q. Why do you call this an inverted f f
A. Because it is the difect l? drawn bottom

upwards,

gi. What is tp be observed of the top of

this stroke ?

•3. It is to be turned exactly like the bottom of

thp direct I.

%% Q. What is to be observed of the body of

this stroke? ,

® One kmd ofw is also formed of the u
?
by continuing the

hair strodeup to the lin^ mi ftddrngamsU a&in the other a*?.

"FORMATION OF T1TE SWA1X.

LETTERS.

5

T# ferrri the '-^/W :

.

jria&t the /a

y'x$ arid die X
2

1 mverCed

3

77te '?^& feirmd zf $te curved /

/ cuzct ffte reserved &mzr/za

The fmiTied, cf i7l

mv&'ted & caid. Che

i

'Sand the Tcverfed CarnmoL.

2

t.}^ The Tiazp stroke

Si

of dis 'u^.

the e&it&r of. cfi£ xpcitce to pFtpttr.e''.

I joutma tfie neaec letter-

I. 9
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.

.3. It must be drawn from the finishing of the

tarn perfectly straight.

23. How is the bottom to be shaped ?

JL The bottom must be made foil and square,

like the top of the direct h \

Q. What letters are composed by the help

of the inverted IP

A, The invertedi is the* first arid second of the

mf
and the first of the n» «>> &nd

OF THE CURVED L '

.

'

25. Q. Which is the third stroke,?

4- The curved h

38. Q. Why is this called the curved I f |

^. Beeause it partakes of both the direct and

inverted „ (

S7. How is the top of this stroke turned ?

J. Exactly like the inverted I.

%8. How is the body drawn?

A. From the finishing of the upper, to the begin-

ning of the lower turn, it should be drawn straight,

and of an equal bigness.

U9. Q. How is the bottom turned ?

A. It is turned exactly like the direct

30. Q. What letters are made by the help of

this stroke r*

A. The curved I is the seeond stroke of th* % h
and f ; the third of the m j and the first of the ^ j

it

is also the first stroke in making the capital V
and Y.

6
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OF THE j\

31. Is thej part of any other ictteT ?

JL Yes; it is the greater part o£the long f.

%%. How is the/formed?

«*
:

.By inverting tfej* and protracting the bottom

a little.

33. How is the long/formed?

3§ By turning the bottom of the/ like the y.

34. Q: What other letters are formed by the

help of ihej f

Thej being drawn on the right side of the a
forms the g ; and drawn on the right ofthe curved I
or i forms the

OF THE O.

35. Q. What letters are formed by the help of
the of

The o is the first part of the a, &. g? and q.

30. ^. Are there any other letters formed by

the help of the of

:

Yes the c is formed' of the left side of the

by adding an inverted comma at the top.

B7- HowMthe e formed of the left side of

the of

A. By drawing a curved hair stroke on the right

side from the centre to the top.

38. How is the a? formed ?

§§ By adding the directs to the inverted one.

roiuiAi'ioTsr of the smaxe

LETTERS
farm the

j&jjii / utvertecc** .and j?7*e&cLet$d a

littlev the

na^ied ati the

' h$t£ffiTi fornix the

The airued<

?n &k## the

The

J7u& $ and the * stmt ma&e ffte

f

7$ termed ~by twa waved

•mvkeri j (?zne& Tiy & heizr lute

The

are nreffiil&rj?^ mm
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o f the sietn*

S9. Q. Which is the sixth stroke ?

J. The stem.
'

40. Q. What is to be observed in the foonatioit

of this stroke ?

It is to be equally full and square from top to

bottom, aiid drawn perfectly straight

41. Q. What letters aro made by the help of

the stem f

and second of the

4§L What constitutes a well-formed and

beautiful letter ?

A just proportion and symmBhy in height^

breadth, and depth, nM a proportionable width of

the strokes of which they are composed.

When the learner has made himself acquainted

with the foregoing strokes, with their names, num-

bers, and combiikAIeais, his mind will be entirelyfee
from embarrassment, respectingwhat strokes to draw,

or how to draw them, and he may nowwith freedom

exert that degree ofjudgment which is necessary to

keep a proper disMnce between the strokes which

compose the letters*



OF CLASSING ^CHOLAHS.

$Chefollowing method ofdividing a school into classes

w recommended to Writing MaBiers, io lessen

iftetr ca^e aftd trouble, as well as toforward

their jpwpils more expeditiously in the art of

x writing.

Jje't the school be divided into three or four dis-

tinct classes^ as their pi*ogress in writingmay required

The first > class should he employed in , drawing

«ne and the same stroke at the same time* The se*

ffond should heemployed in making the same letter or

letters of the same class. The third should bejoining

letters t)f a certain class,, which join alikcyi. e*' such as

join from the bottom ofthe preeedmgyto the top of the

following, as am? m$ ir, &c. or such asjoin from the

top of the preceding^ to the top of the following^ as

•oi
j
ri

?
vi; or such as join from the bottom of the

pfeeeding^to the centre of the foliowing, as m
}
ei

?

ae^-ee* The fourth should always be writing joining

h^lid c^pies^ composed of the saine words.

By this method it is easy to -.pferceire^ that when
the master is pointing out the p&rticul&r deficiencies

or beauties of each^stroke,, letter,, or word, to one

scholar, the whole «lass will at once receive the

benefit of his instruction. And a spirit of emulation,

which is of the greatest consequence for improvement

in any branch of knowledge will likewise be natu-

rally excited through the whole school. Teachers

may promote the same spirit^ as yfell as mo^ deeply

FORMATION Oi TlIE S>IATX

J,KTTF/RjS

lite 0 'm tnade ef the tift\

xzde of tfie O &y adding a
revwed comma etc the top

7

V

0. made ,.cf the left:

wiih the addMeri of
a mmed ftmr tine en the Hlqht

I7i& ^-As fhnned of 0$
mi fe**&d and dfreet 0

jJie tftein an d the au^ed

Tkt $tm% and tfte oximed IS

^ w^n/mi d the indented ^X7
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fix the rules of writing in the minds of their pupils,

by employing one of each class in succession, daily,

to inspect the rest of the class, and to tarry by them,

'

severally, till each one has made three or four

strokes or letters ; then to point with his pen to any

defect which he observes in any stroke or letter ; and

show very particularly wherein it disagrees with the

copy. By this means children may soon be- made

critics in pointing out such defects as too often escape

the observation ev£& °f teaehers themselves.

POSITION FOR SITTING TO WRITE.

As the position of the body is of considerable

consequence, in order to write with facility and grace,

it may be expected that some directions will be

given therefor. Yet they will be of little or no use

to the public, though they may be ever so proper,

while the common mode of fixing writing tables con-

tinues to be practised.

The seats are now generally placed at such a

distance from the table, as to leave a place sufficient

for the scholars to stand while reading, arid to pass

by one another, &c . This distance being; as is gen-

erally required, seven or eight inches, necessarily

carries the erect position of the body to the same dis-

tance from the front edge of the writing table. The

natural consequence of which is, children are oblig-

ed to lean forward a space equal to the distance from

which the seats stand from the writing-table. This
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position of leaning forward compresses the forea sty

anfl is n»i only painftil? but very injurious to the

whole human frame ^nseguently this inust pfaw
a very great obstacle to their progress in writing*

To avoid the ahovem^htioned: inconvenience^^

and: at the same time to establish a natural* ea§y^ ahd

healthy position of the body, the following wethod;

of eonstocting writing-taMes m& seats^ is submitted

tothe je*^^ public*

4 . TJie seats should be inade io ^tand an inch

sloping towards *the writing tables 5 and the height

of each should be madjsm due proportion to children

of diflerent :sizes* and; their statures in seating thei%

and not their class^f should be particularly attended

* The author has nat relied an his own judgment in this

jjftt^eialar, hut has applied io the m©st emiaeBt physieiaas for

their o^imoJl j and the followmg,signed byB* Ru^hjm#b. S* Dan*

forth, M- D* and -J, "Warf^ii? m. © . is deemed sufficient a^th^rity*

4t This position is not only painful^hut hazardous ; for they

are under the necessity of supporting themselves with their

breasts, against the edge of the hench 011 which they write^

or on their arms; in the first position the freedom of respira-

tion or breathing and of the eirculatioti of "the bloody are inter-

rupted, and the jhealih and life hazarded* In the second, the

free use of the hand4s presented. In either ease? an uneasi-

ness must, unavoidably, be produced, which cannot but prevent

a proper attention^ wkAeh will greatly retard their proficiency

in the art. >?

f The abovementiojip^ BJ^thod of seating 1he eluMren re-

jects merely their health, and the convenience for writing,

The author would by no means be thought in the least to de*

stroy the sense of honor, and that nervous spirit of exertion,

which mmt naturally arisi in the breast of every pupil^ wtep

i
pu .
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to;, so tliat they may bear a proportionable weight on

their feet
?
which will naturally help to steady their

hand inwiiting,

%, ,I«8t the hack or the partition between each seat

be made to lean three inches fi?om the ^rect position

of the child.

2. For the height of the tables for each elass^

let the following rule be 01)961^^ :—The child be^

ing seated as ahovementioned, in an erect position^

his arm..banging in a natural and easy posture ; let

the hand be gently raised, till the arm is elevated

nbout twenty or twenty-five degrees^ then let the

front edge of the writing-table be brought within an

inch ofthe body, and raised so high as to touch the

under side of the arm, which it will do about half

way between the end of the iingers and elbows.

,

The arm, being held in this position, will at once

give both the height and slope of the writing-table.

4, In this construction the seats must be made

moveable ; or else a part, or the whole of the writing

table, must be hung with hjuoges, that it may be rais-

ed for the children to rise. >

1^ is nia^e forcibly to feel the approbation of his instructor,

and that distinctioa which he justly merits, either by his dili-

• gence in study, Ms profieieiiey ia knowledge, or his ready and

fsheerful obedience to all the-just direction* of both his parents

and teachers, And it is Mly hfe opinion, that the gi*e&test

pains should be taken effeetnally to convince youth of the, na-

ture, fotfee and beaiitf of all tiaose moral virtues $ an attentiou

to Nvhich'alone, in after life, will distinguish thetm in the ty*k

of all, who are ttuly leaifledj virtuous and wise.
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DIRECTIONS FOR HOLDING THE
PEN.

1 - Let the pen be held between the balls of the,

thumb and middle finger^ near the corner of the hail

of each,

% Let the fore-finger lie directly on the outward

side or back part of the pen.

3, Let the thumb be bent outwaMj and the end

raised about as high as the first joint of the fore*

inger-

. 4. Let the third and fourth fingers be naturally

bent under,, towards the hollow of the hand? that the

middle finger may more free and easy*, without

crowding iipon the end of the third,

M Let the hand be turned well over to the ..left,

that the pen may range against, or over the right

shoulder^ and the nib strike the paper in a square

and proper direction with the slope of the letter.

By this means the strokes will be left smooth upo^

the edges*

6, Let the paper be placed exactly square with

the writing table5 before the right shoulder**

7- Let the left arm form a square upon the ta^

blfy with the two fore-fingers following the pen with-

in half an inch (whfen the light will admit of it) to

keep the paper firm and smooth^ that the body of

* The arms asd paper being placed, and the pen held in

this position, will naturally give the right sl^pe of the letters

(without any difficulty) as well as a proper inclination of the

left side of the body to the table. _

V :

i - . ij" 1 ."• ,.i> l i-v - -V v- CC *.* "-J^i

•=
; -

' f : ••ji^JtljE
1®?*?

V

••••

V/
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each stroke may be of an equal bigness^ and smooth

upon the edges,

8. Sitting in this position, the body Will natural-

ly lean upon the left arm or elbow ; the natural con-

seq^uenee of which is? the right arm and hand will

he at perfect liberty to command the;pen with free-

dom and ease.

KXERCIBE OF THE PEN.

After the pupil has attentively perused the

grammar, so as to understand the theory of the art

correctly^ and committed each dialogue to memory
5

and is able to answer any question put to him with-

out the book ; and has obtained a clear ide^ of the

component parts . of letter^ as exhibited in the

scheme-—let him* before he is .

;
pnt • to. writUigy per*

form the following exercises :—
1/ Letihe pupil be seated in a proper position

fqr writings resting wholly on his left arm^ witb the

left side to the table, holding the }pen in hi^ Cleft

hand? near the topj between ihe ends of /t^thiiffl'b

and fore and middle fingers, with thexscoop,-:©r hol-

low of the pen directly tow^d the breast. The pen

will then be in a proper position to reeeiradintft

the right harwL; tFhe%

% In taking the pen into his lightr^and^'.leiJum

.

first pnttthe ball of Ms middle finger dir&ctty imrfhe

right side of the pen $1 the tipper part of thescodp^

them lay hi& forefinger oft the back ofthepen so as to

%



touch the middle.finger, beadahgflie joiats a littl^

gently. Lastly, let Mm bend the joint of his thumb

,
outward, raising the end as high as the first joint of

the middle fiftger^-taking care to hide the greater

j part of the ball under the pen. Thus let the pen be

held, lightly and easily^ without the' least griping of

fee pen or contracting of the fingers,

ii 4* Let him tarn his hand; well oter to the left*m
I that the pen may range titer the right shoulder near

/ the neck? hi this position resting the hand on the in-

side of th& Wfl&t and the ends of the third and fourth

| Mgefcs j taking tare to keep the elbow within an inch:

or two of $m body. The pen being lield t}ms?
both

parts of the nib will bear equally oft the paper. The

pupil may §&w remain in this for three or

ffrur mtoites ; the teaefier^ in the i&e&n'tii&% mnind^

dtion ipf lws^tidy> M& arntey his fin|^r% Mid -plait*

|jv • Lethim turn Ms hand over to the right so faiy

thtfdw%ife right side of iJte nib pM tench the pa-

per. TMsfetote

I and Jmowlhatf |t i&u wrong 'pomiisk:- As the learner

is Tery apt lo get a habft^f.Wilting' in th& :&wkwattl

jtp^«r^:..;it ^will ;-b&:
' .ttttp^taiit plaSialy.^to shewMmy

..that if the peii be held thus? it will occasion nn^ven-

^ess^anr

d-spatteri»^ and seiider M *iiich more diffi-

cult to learn to write than ifthe pen be held properly

L

6„ Xefchim lay down^his pen ; and then, being

Aold, let'hi^
1 ttooaglrtlie same cxelt&sft <:ag^fo, as above Mreeted.

This should be done two Or^ three tjmes a-day) fir*

ART Of WRITING, '

or six minutes at a time, for several days, until by

proper attention, he becomes fully acquainted with

the proper manner' of taMrig and holding the pen.

Although this manoeuvring may, at first view,

seem trifling, yet it will he attended with material

advantages,

1. By thus handling the pen, the p*upiV will be

gradually freed from that tremor and awkwardness,

which always more or less affect him, when first her

ginning to write,

§. By obtaining elear and distinct ideas of the

proper ' position of the fingers, Ike hand, the arms,

and the bodv, the mind of the pupil will hot be divid-

fed between two objects ;
viz.^holding the pen right

--arid secondly, the movement of the pen or shaping

the letters.

3. Careful attention to the above exercises will

prevent a had habit of writing ; which, if acqwired^

would be with great difficulty, if ever, eorrected.

When the pupil has become sumciently acquamt-

®d with the proper manner of holdmg the pen, &c,

let him begin to trace the first lessons in Book II,

with a dry pen, as directed |ii the dialogue, &e: with

the book placed square before 'him. Let him spend

about thirty minutes, four times in a day, for a week

;

the teacher particularly noticing the pen, that it be

held and moVed in a proper manner. By this method

his mind will be impressed with ajust ideaof the for-

,

matlon of the letters, and will be better prepared to #

spi^mence .writing with wik?
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TsfE author since the year

l^Si^vbeen employed in ten states of ;flie IJnioii,- as an in-

stnietor in the art of writmg^ Durfug ihis i. period he has

seen, with much regret, .the want of a proper, natuml
?
anil

easy method for aequxring art, so iiecest^ary for .: die. '-gen*

tleman aid the manof business.

The longer he Jeonfiiiued his employment, and the more he

extended his acquaintance with the hand writing of different

genflemen and ladies, the more fully was he convinced of the

importance of some alterations in the common mode of in*

struction™

To mnedy this deficiency, he has, with much study, inde*

fatigable labor, and great expense of time aiid money,

composed the following System^the, result of iong experi-

ence, which is now submitted to the candid public, under the

patronage of aie Legislature of.Massachusetts, of tlie Amer-
ican Academy of Arts and Seienee% and of many gentlemen

of distinguished literary talents.

The author's first hook, eontaining the explanations of the

first principles of writing, .with particular and minute direc,

tions to teachers and pupils, was published in ^91, and

highly approved % the first characters,

A eonsequenee of Hie author's ill state of health and want
of funds siiffieient to defray the expenses of engraving and

publishing, the following books have necessarily been delayed

for more than twenty years. Buring this delay, certain

persons, availing themselves of that part of the work already
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OF THE JPEOPOKTIOST OF THE
LETTERS.

As the beauty and perfectioii of a piece of writ-

mg is much enhanced by the due proportion of tho

letters, k is necessary this proportion should be
made familiar to the pupil as soon as possible ; for

when he is made to discern the regular and uniform

symmetry of a letter, his mind is at once captivated

with a desire to excel in this useful accomplishment,
and what otherwise would be deemed an irksome
task, is now performed with pleasure % and as the

six principal
' strokes are mathematically adjusted to

each other, the following dialogue is calculated not

only to impress the mind more thoroughly with the

foregoing principles, but also to lead to a full under,
stanpig of the jast and uniform proportion of the

letters, which will soon become familiar by practice

on the following books*

1. Q. What do we mean by the proportion of
letters?

,

4i' When letters are drawn of §t? proper height

and width, and the stems of which they are formed
are also of a proper width, the letters are properly

proportioned. -

S. Q. At what height ought letters to be drawn?
A. The letters may be drawn larger or smaller,

as fancy may dictate
; yet a common copy hand

ought to be three eighths of an inch hieh.

3. Q. What letter is called the measure letter ?

ART OP WRITING,

A. The n. .•«•.-'

4. q. What is the proportionable width of an %

three eighths high.

<M Its width is two thirds its perpendicular

height; that is, it is threfe eighths high, and its

width, including the stems, two eighths,*

5. <£' What is the proper width of each of the

stems of the it. i

A. One sixth part of the whole Width. .

6. Q. How may this proportion be. ascertained ?

A. Divide the width into six equal parts,'!' two

parts is the width of the stems, and four parts is the

inward width of n.

TV Q* Arc the stems of the othe** letters to be

4rawn of the same width as the stems of the n ? i

A. Yes.

S. Q. What is the proper width of the swell of

the o c, & and so 9

A. The Widest part of the swell is of the same

width of the stems of the other letters.

9. Q. At what height are the stems of the &, d,

ft, k and I drawn above the body of the letters ?

4. The height of the % ; and it is to be observed

that the stems of the p, q and/, when not looped, are

drawn the same length below the body of the letters,

and the stems of the j? g>#> 1(mg / aBd /? wa6u

looped, may be drawn about one third longer.

* In small, or running hand, the letters are wider in pro-

portion to their height, and the stems aredrown longer.

t If any prefer a lighter hand, divide the width ofn into

seven eqnal parts, thus will your stenig He one sixth part nar-

rower. :

'
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10. Why is n called the measure letter?

JL Because the parts of malty of the letters are

drawn of the same width ;* as the h% m> j| &e* m
may easily be seen in the plate. Also because the

equal parts ofthe inward width of w form the distance

between all the letters in the contraction of a sen-

fence/ as is more fully explained in I the following

dialogue.

11, What lines are used to assist tlie learner

in drawing and proportioning Ms letters when writ-

ing a copy hand ? ;

J, Four full lines and a dotted one, all drawp

horizontally*

IS- Q How&re the&e fourMl lines distinguish,

JL By firstf secondf third andfourtlu

•l^ .-.Q/'What is. their different: use? .

A* Thejtrsfj or npper line^ bounds the height of

the steins of b, d? k? k aM Lf The $ec&&d bound?

the height of the body of the letters* The third in

that on which the body of the letters is footed. The

/mirth m that on which the stems of the p? q and Jf^

when not Iot>ped
?
are footed*

14. What is the use ofthe dotted line ?

A. It bounds the stems of j? g? yy long/ and

when looped, at tlie bottom,

>| As the b has tut one full ttrol&y its inward width is nearly

one sixth greats than thkt $f nf
which hag two full strokes.

The 0} when drawn to form the % ^ g a&d may be <me half

the'widtfc ofthe stem narrower*

t Tfee tops of the / knd leng/ are to bfc drawn a litfle

aheve the upper line*

AKT OF WRITING.

The four foil lines being placed at equal distance

from each other leave three equal spaces, which

may he properly termed the uf$erP middle and

lower spaces.

The stems of the j? and £ are drawn from

middle of the upper space. ->,
lines are used in the fol

lowing books-

OF TOT SLOPE.

1. Of wh&t ^
slope are the letter

s

to be dmwii?

•3* About S3

de^ees*

& Q« How is |rl

the slope found ?

•2, f* Drawtwo

distance of the

height of your in-*

tended stein, S. Across these lines draw a perpend

dicular line. With your dividers take three

fourths of the perpendicular line. 4* At the inter-

section of the upper and peTpendkular lines set one

of yoiar dividers^ and extend tlie other Kjot to the?

5.right on the upper liiie'j making % point

this point to the iaterseetibn of the lower and the

ferpendieular lines draw down a line^ wMch will

he %e proper slope of the letteTs,
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ON JOIOTKG THE LETTEK&

To constitute a finished piece of writing, not only

the component part* and whole letters must be justly

proportioned, hut particular attention must be paid

to the uniform distance at which one letter is to be

drawn from the other^ in writing joining ha,ndj and

also to the neat and accurate joining of one letter to

another ; and as different letters are differentlyjoined^?

the rule and maimer ofjoining ought to be understood

by th€ pupil as far as may be,, before writing joining

hand* Kor want of a knowledge of this,, thousands

have been throtigh life perplexed and retarded in

their writings not knowing where and how to join

their letters ; so that they have been obliged to take

off their pens abruptly* and at improper places^

winch breakings, and blurring® at qnce divest thek

writing (however well in other respects^) of that

freedom and ease which is so highly pleasing to the

eye. The following dialogue therefore is introduced

to show the proper and uniform distance of the let-

terSjj and also the exact place at which one letter

ought to join the other,

1. How are the letters joined to esteh ftthel
1 ?

A. In various ways* to express which they are

ilivided into different classes*

- %* Which is the first class ?

A„ Kight lined letters joined together j &Bui
P
m?

&<% (See plate.J \ *
'

"
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& Q How is the first class joined ?

•3. By eontiEumg a hair stroke from the bottom

©f the preceding letter up halfway the space, to join

the following letter.

4. Q. At what distance are letters of the first

class to be drawn from each other ?

«'2 e The distance of the inward width of n.

5. Q. Which is the second class ?

&> Right lined letters coming before and joined

to ovals and half ovals ; as ue} io*

6. How are letters of the second classjoined ?

•A. They are joined from the bottom of the right

lined to the ovals and half ovals* in the middle of

the space.

7* At what distance are letters of the second

class drawn ?

fl; The inward width of «.

8, Q, Which is the third class ?

Half oval letters prefixed to right lined ones
j

m ci? ei, &e,

9, Q. How are letters of the third class joined?

A. They are joined in the middle of the space.

10, Q. At what distance are they drawn?

Once and an half the inward width of n*

11, Q« Which is the fourth class? §

JL Half ovals ; viz. c, e and ^ coming before

and joined to ovals arid half ovals.

12, Q. How are letters ofthe fourth classjoined?

* The oval letters are 0, a, ^ ^? #? *?
^ and^ The haif

©vals are e arid ^
^5
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From the bottom oi* the preceding to the

middle of the following, like the first, second, and

third classes. ?

13, At what distance ares letters of the fourth

classdrawn?
A. Once and an half the inward width of Wk

1** Which is the fifth class?

*3, Such right
1

lined letters as join each other

With double turns ; or such as join from the bottom

of the preceding to the top of the following ; as £%

15. Q* At what distance are letters of this class

drawn?

*4, By reason of their double turns their distance

is once and an half the inward width of n*

16. Q. Which is the sixth class ?

JL They are half ovals coining, before and joined

to right lined letters from the bottom to the top. with

double turn% like the fifth class.

17. Q. At what distance are letters of the sixth

class dtawu ?

A, By reason of the circle of the half ovals their

distance is twice the inward width of n*

IS. Which is the seventh class ?

A* The coming before % mf v
?
w and y9

and joined from the top of the o to thfc top of % m$

.

Ty &C, %
'

-
•

19- Q. What is their distance ?

A. The inward width of n.

SO. Q« Which is the eighth class ?.

ART OF WEITINa

*£. When p| ra^ &c, join to each other by a

curving hair line from top to top.

SI. Q. What is their distance ?

JL The inward width of n and half n*

ffi The pnpil is reminded, when joining letters

of the fifths sixths seventh and eighth classes, by no

means to take off Ms pen till theJirst part of thei

second letter is formed. He is also to guard against

making the top turns too sharp.

Which is the ninth class ?

A. Two or more ovals meeting ; as ao^ w;
and

joined by a curved hair stroke,- about .-one third from

the top of each, fSee plate*J *

S3, Q, What is theiy distance ?

A. Three fourths of the iiiwatd width of s|

Q 8 Which is the tenth class ?

A. The e, following and joined to 6, o? v and w 9

. Q. How is Ms class joined ?

•3. From.the h} q, v and % draw down a cTirved

hair siroke? near the middle of the space ; then rise

to the line, looping the e. {Seethe plate,J

$0L Q. What is their distance ?

A, Three fourths of the inward width of lik$

the ninth class.

37. Q. Which is the eleventh class ?

V and long/, coming before and joining

in the middle of the space to all letters except the

small s and those beginning wiih top turns.

Q. What is their distance ?

«9. The inward width of w
f

C?
8 The learner is reminded that the ascending

L
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Mir strokes ofthej9 g, y andlong/cross their stems

in a common copy hand, abontthe eighth of an inch

below the third line ; and that the e?
when following

h Br y and/ is to be loopedhefore taking off the pen.

&9. Q. Which is the twelfth class |g

•2, Right lined letters^ coming before and joined

tofin the middle of the space, at the distance of the

inward width of H.

The learner will observe that the /is joined

from the top of the o at the same distance*. fSea im

30* Which is the thirteenth class ?

•2. Right lined letters^ coming before and joining

the small b from the bottom^ at the distance of twice

the inward width of «,

81* Q* Which is the fourteenth class ?

A. Half OYalsy coining before and joining the

small s from the bottom,

3% Q9 Drawn at what distance ?

A, By reason of the circles of the half- ovals and

the 8
?
their distance is twice and an half the inward

width of «.

33. Which is the fifteenth class ?

The small s? coming before and joined to all

letter^ except those beginning with top turns*

34?, At what distance drawn ? .

A> Three fourths of the width of %* like the

ninth and tenth classes,

* The distance Letweea the last letter of one word and the

first letter of the next should be the width of.of n greater than

hetween the tfame letters when j«i3nted m ene word* Whsre &
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All other joinings* and the distance between the

letters will be ascertained by a close attention to the

foregoing. Careful practice on the following boots

will render all these joinings familiar,

DIALOGUE ON THE FORMATION OF
V THE CAPITALS,

i. q. Which is the first stroke?

A. The body stroke,

g. q. Which is the second stroke ?

A. The hair^curve.

Q. Which is the third stroke ?

A, The swelled stroke.

4. q. Which is the fourth stroke ?

A. It may be called the pointed I

5. q Which is the fifth stroke ?

A. The oval, or 0.

6. q. Which is the sixth stroke?

A. The straight hair stroke.

7. q. Why is the firist stroke called the body

stroke?

A. It is the principal stroke of eleven letters ;

as may be seen in the plate.

8. Q. How is the P formed of this stroke ?

A. By carrying xip a curved hair stroke on the

left, and bringing it down upon the right, about half

way, with a swell.

.

pause less than a period is used, the distance should be increased

to once and an half the width of n greater; and where a full

atop is used, to twiee the width of >i greater.
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9. 4£. How is the jR formed of the Pf
Jl, By adding the curved L

10. Q. How is theB formed of the Pf
A, By adding the little c inverted.

11. How is the $ formed of the. body stroke ?

A. Begin it with the curved hair stroke, as for

the small adding a.reversed comma at the bottom.

15. ' How is the X formed of the S.

JL By crossing the bottom with a waved stroke^

omitting the reversed comma,

IB, How is the I formed ?

A, Draw a short waved stroke^ and to this add

the body stroke, with the reversed comma,

14. How is the Jformed ?

A. Draw the waved stroke, then continue the

body stroke, . and turn the bottom as the small j*

13. How is the H formed ?

1 Turn the J like the J" at the bottom* continue

the hair stroke to the right, and add the capital C.

16. How is the iTformed ?

*& Draw the I as for the H; then add the upper

part of the capital S? to which draw the curved L

17. Q How is the Tformed of the body stroke ?

A. Draw a waved stroke ; to the right of this

draw down the body stroke, adding the reversed

comma.

18. -Q. How is the distingaished from the T*3

•5. From the left draw a fine stroke across the

centre ; at the end of which add a small swell*

19* % How m the JD formed of the body stroke?

A, By turning the bottom like the £>, (except
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pressing the pen) and continuing a hair stroke in a

circular direction across the top, descending with a

sfaell, and finishing with a hair stroke*

30. How is the U formed ?

Ji The U is formed of the curved and direct I.

One kind of Vis also formed by continuing the hair

stroke of the curved I to the top of the line, adding

a reversed comma.

21. How is the A formed ?

A. Carry up the hair curve/ from which draw

down the fourth stroke, which is a pointed 2; and

cross the centre with a hair stroke.

'$3. How is the JV* formed ?

A. 1st, Carry up the hair curve ;
£d> draw down

the swelled stroke \ 3d, carry up the hail' curve in-

verted.

23, How is the M formed?

A. 1st, Carry up the hair curve ; draw down

the swelled stroke; 3d, carrj up the hah* stroke;

#h^ draw down the pointed I*

24. Q How is the .F' formed?

w2. 1st, Draw a sliort waved stroke ; from

the right draw down the swelled istroke ; 3d, carry

up the inverted hair curve.

§0. €£, How js the formed ?

A. Istj Di^aw the first part of the V % M, eaiTy

up the hair stroke
;

3d? draw down the swelled

stroke ;
4+th, carry up the inverted hair curve,

£6. Q,. How is the Z formed ?

Istj Draw a waved stroke ;
Sd, draw down

the hair stroke; Sd
P add a waved stroke at the

bottom,
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$7. Q. How is the C formedf
Draw the left side of the 0, and finish with a

circular hair stroke. {See/plate.J
, .

28. Q How is the iS formed of the O f

•fl. Jiy being indented a little about one third

from the top.

39. How is the Xformed?

Draw an inverted C, to which join the direct

C. fSee plate .J
30. Q. How is the & formed ?

4* Draw the Cj to which join the smallj-

31* How is the Q formed?

M Draw the C inverted^ and turn a waved stroke

as at the bottom of the L»

82. How is the F formed ?

Jl* , Draw the curved I, to which join thejV which

is the fourth principal of the small letters.

* -1
I

, fi"
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As this work is intended rather for use than or-

namentj every tiring which has the appearance of the

latter is designedly omitted- All needless scrawls

antl flourishes naturally obscure the simple idea of

the letter^ and the> learner is thereby not only per-

plexed^ but much retarded in his progress. After

a perfect idea of each letter is well fixed in the mind^

thfe learner^ by practice^ will naturally acquire as

many ornamental strokes as are necessary.
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published*, have taken tlie liberty to deviate from the original

pla% and have palmed their filehed and mutilated works ois

the public, under the idea of improvements. It may therefore

he here thought proper, that the discerning public should he

informed of the eireumstancesj hy which the author was led

to the discovery of this new System of Writing*

At ait early period of life, he was; invited to enter upon the

useful employment of teaching a country school ; hut having

heen taught the art of writing in the very imperfect manner
fcommpir in his chUdKftod, more than forty years'agpj^vithout

system or rate, he was mortified atthe thougfe^ furnishing

his papiU with the very defeeture models of his awn pen* for*

their iinprovepieiit in so 'elegant an art / I *> -
:
-

From his early youth he had been htighiy graWfied-hy/

examining beautiful specimens of j^ttmanshipy and felt a;

strongilesire *to iniitate them ; hut had? after frequent -at-

tempts^ for ;years despaired of ever obtaining a handsome

Iian3~mneli less did he think himsdf capable of teaching

others to, excel in , the^^^-/within-a'&t 1 shorter period thmi

. tisual,
"'

*
• p i i|v

~: At first he.profiTtred weH;written copies for thie use U*f fiis^

pupikj but he?soon felt the truth ofan observation made by;

soipe of his employers, that a teacher ought to be capable %*t

ijistructiitg M^pripils witimufca boirowed hand/ This inti-

mation at !ip^ai-ztspi]^d:rl]di3i.with • a renewed desire/not only

of his own improvement* Ijut that of hk pupils a!so? bi the

art in which he felt himselfm ve£y
L

deficient.

In his course of iiistnicti6% the author was led to a careful

and: frequent inspection of the performance^ of frig jittpUs^

and to criticise every letter, and parts of letters
; thus

? when"

he observed a defect in the part of an % m, ky pf he: t

required his pupils to: draw several of these distitict part^?

and labored tarcorrect "the;"' errors and""*defects thefr|m
blowing them particularly how each part* or parts^ of one

Mter
?
vms^flie part% or parts, of:several other letters. This

mode of instruction soon proved beneficial to his piipU^ anc|

folly cbnvineed the author that it was the most rational and

Expeditious method of teaching this art, la the yefcl£S%

at Bennington, Vermont, the author made a more thorough

experiment in teaching? being employed by several gentlemen

instruct their sows in writing* : Their, improvement; wag

highly ^tisfactory to ;thfcir pareiafejr and the late Rev, Job

Bwifti b# d* late JBfon,Moses Robins^Hon, Is^ac; Tiehenor^

and Hon, ]Voah-Smith,^with other geirtlemmr
beeame zealots

^trpns of his mode of instraction, and reeoiinrieiided h

the public as an instructor of writing. In |Ms way the author

#till persevered, insensibly progressing towards: it regular

System- At length he imdertook a more minutei analysis of

ijie letters. After several different di&se^tiorhs; ancl arrange-

jaent? ?
.;hoth of the capital^ and ^maU lgtt^rsj he was highly

gratified to find?
from this critical investigation? that nearlythf

whole alphabet was composed of six princips^ ^trokef or

Iines< These he arrawged^name^,and numbered, as in his first

hook, and they are the proper foundation of the whole work,

These^ with the schemp annexed, wlii^h exhibits the compo-

nent pltrts of the letters, he submitted to the inspection of the

Horn William 8, Johnson, late President of Qolumbia Col-

lege, New ¥ork,
(
This gentleman was highly pleased ^ith

ihe planj he said it was new to him, and encouraged the

author to prepay it for publication 3
~at the same time assuriBg

Jiim that he would give it his signatiir?? when readyior tfe*

press- <
'*:..-. feo p | , M

children to wi:ite without

giving them previous instru<eti®iir as to this proper ideas of

the shape and formation of the letters, is attended with mnct

greater disadvantages and embarrassments than is g^neraily

imagined, as they must necessarily be wholly ignorant of

the proper mechanical movement of the pen-

In this way they have two difficulties at once to overcome;

one is, the obtaining a distinct idea of the letter 5, the other

ii^ learning the use of their pen ; and in proportion as they

are ignorant of the shape of the letters,, they must be at a

i
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Thefollowing chapter^ with the annexed dialogues?

1

relates particularly to ike %&9 Mh and 5tk

books.

The elegance of writing depends much upon tha

natural and easy slope of the letters, and the beauty

and uniformity of the turns, both at top and bottom,

as Well as on the proper distance of the letters from

each other. It is well known* that children* when

first beginning to write, are very apt to set their let-

ters too upright. Tliis practice habituates them to

an unnatural and awkward motion of the fingers, and

consequently prevents them from making handsome

oval turns ; and while this habit continues it effectu-

ally preyents them from writing an easy and elegant

hand. To remedy the forementioned inconvenience

of contracting an awkward habit of farming the let-

ters, and to help children to give a proper slant to

letters, and to a natural motion of the fingers, I have

made use of the period and the parallel or slanting

lines to great advantage. By the help of these lines

the mind is wholly at liberty*, and can now with com-

posure attend to a careful and slow movement of the

pen, which is absolutely necessary for a learner

soon to form a proper oval turn, either at the top or

bottom of his letters,

By invariably practising on these lines at first, the

learner, by the strong force of habit, will of necessity

much sooner acquire a natural and easy motion of the

fingers, as well as the proper slope of the letters* In
sculpture, painting have been
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much assisted by the help of certain points, charac-

ters, and rules. But the art of writing has hitherto

Been altogether deficient in this particular ; and

children have been put to forming letters and to writ-

ing joinihg Imnd More they have acquired distinct

ideas of the component parts of which letters are:

formed and before they ^mbeen..instracted in the

mechanical use and slow movement of the pen,

When gradually pressing or rising to form the oval

.taTBA at the top and bottom. It is well known by

the experience of the best teachers, that it is almost,

tnot quite impossible, merely by verbalinjunctions?

to prevent children from a hasty and rapid motion of

the pen, especially at the turns of the letters, where

the pen should be moved as slowly as possible 5 that

the mind may have time to perceive the gradual rise

of the pen from a full to a fine hair stroke—as well

as the pressure of the pen from a fine to a full

stroke.

This very hasty and rapid movement of the pen^

which is certainly a very great obstacle to-improve-

ment, is doubtlessowing to the uneasiness and pain.

Which arise in the mind of the pupil, while held in

suspense. The pupil, being naturally desirous to

imitate his;- copy, but having no point or rule by

which to direct hiin, is necessitated to foHow the

gallics of his own mind, whether right or wrong.
^

Thus for want of a knowledge of the first princi-

pies of writing, as well as a want of proper rules to

guide the mind, this hasty motion of the pen, as

well ajs the wrong mofcm of the fingers, daily be-

ART OF WRITING m
«omes more and more habitual, the bad effects of

Which the greater part feelthrough life.

Therefore, to fix the attention and to facilitate

improvement, I have made use of the period, hy-

phen, &c. which not only serve as a guide to the

mind, but oblige the learner to a slow and careful

movement of the pen. The use of these characters

is explained to children' in a dialogue made for that

purposej which ought to be learned by heart and

repeated to the teacher for several days, before

children are put to writing, that the use of the.hy-

phen, period, &c. may be famiHar to the mind ; as

•they will then
1

be much better understood when the

child comes to practise on the following books* -

DIALOGUE EXPLAINING THE UBE Of
THE CHARACTERS^

1. What characters are used to assist the

learner to draw the first principal strokes accurate-

ly? |:
' ||

JL. The period, hyphen^ dash, &e.

Q What is the use of these characters ?

4. They are u^ed as guides to the l«arner, that

his mind may be at no loss where to carry the pen,

3. Q. How do they guide the learner r

J, 1st, They call up the attention. Sd, They

directthe eye. 3d, They oblige thelearner to a cia*--

ful, steady, and slow movement of the pen*

* The use of these diameters will he perfectly utodeptood

hy practice on the following hooks.
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ifc^ : What is tl>e .use- of th£period?

*$* To assist tlie learner to

turns/

5. Where is the period placed to direct im

drawing the I ? f

*S. In the oval turn at the bottom*

6, Where is it placed in the inverted I?

In the oval turn at the top*

Where is it placed in the curved h

AU In the oval turns both at the top and bottom.

8, .Where is it placed in the/ ?

A* In the oval turn which forms theloop*

Qr Q Where is it placed in the o ?

A. M the top and bottom.

10. What is the use of the hyphen ?

A. To show where the hair strokes begin an4

endj and their distance from the body parts of the

letters,

11; ^ Where is it placed to form the 2 ? |

JL In the centre of the middle space the width

of n to the right of the stem.

13.. Where is it placed tp draw the invert?

edi?

A. Li the pentre of the middle spaee the width

ttf n to the left of the stem*

13. Where is it placed to draw the curved I ?

A* Xji the centre of th$ middle space on each

side of the stem at the same distance.

14. Q« Where is it placed to draw the

A* In the centre of the middle space the width of

$ to the right of the stem;

I
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15. Q. Whatls the use of the dash?

*4: To show the width of o arid the width of the

loop of/, i

16, Q* Where is it placed in the o?

A. In the centre of the middle space* v

17* Q. Where is it placed in thej |

•A. A little above the period.

18* What is the use of the angle ?

A. To denote the exact point where theJ must

cyoss itself with the ascending hair stroke,

19* % Where is it placed ?

A- About one eighth of an inch below the third

line/

SO. Q What is the use of the parallel lines ?

A. To give the leanier the right slope of the o ?

Si: Q Where are they placed?

A* Between the periods.

g& What is the use of the hair line?

A. To guide thp pen in beginning and 6ndmg

the 0+

S3, Q. I Where is it placed ?

A*

OF THE MOVEMENT OF THE PEN.

As there is a certain proper proportion for the

height, breadth, and depth of every letter, which is

highly pleasing to the eye, so there is also a proper,

natural, and easy motion of the fingers in drawing
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the same, the knowledge of whieh ought to be ae-

quired by the pupil as soon as possible j*m by thk

means they will much sooner amve 'to iui'accaracy.

and facility in fomiiig the oval tarns, anS to a hand-

some shape and slope of all the letters. For want

of a proper attentionto tfee first principles of writing

and a knowledge of the mechanical operation and

proper moyenient of the penin drawing the% there

is .animmense loss both of timB and lairaey, as to

the parent; and mneh l&bo% jansiety, itnd weariness^

endured fay the pnpil, who otlierwis^ might spend

Bs &bc in learning to write with pleasnte* To
remedy this defect the following illustrations are de^

signed ; ifhe prinsiplgs .we. eszhibited in skeletons^ by

Which the pupil will readily iliscern each separate

partj which will inat ©nly tend thoronghly to impress

his mind with a just idmf but also give Mm plainly

to see the proper movement* ^e nature/ and tlie

effect^ both of the pressm^a of the pe% in

drawing the same*

* Though it is granted, that Hie real knowledge of the

proper movement of the 'pen can be apqiiired only hy prac-

tice, yet nndej&tandmg the theory of an art greatly as&ists

the learner to acquire the praefckei

J
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MOVEMENT OF THE PEN ILLUSTRATED.

ffhe first principal stroke is the di-

xeat I : di*awn tlius^

—

1. q. What is the first motion of the

prai in drawing the direct i ?

The pen being held right, the

first motion is to set the pen firm and

square on the line,* pressing hard to fill

and square the top of the I : thns^-

%. Q. What is the second motion ?

!

J.. It is to continue the same hard

and equal pressure in a straight line

from the top quite down to the upper

edge of the period ; thus—

& The learner is here to notice, that

the hody part of I is the stem of the h}

lcf and q.

3. Q. What is the third motion ?

X It is a gradual rise^ nf the pen,

from a full to a fine hair stroke, while

forming theoval turn at the period : thna™

The learner will notice, that the

hair line is drawn up to the hyphen, with

the right corner of the pen, and in a,

curved direction.

These three movements of the pen,

properly performed^ leave the direct I

thus

—

•

* Tfee lines heie referred to aad used isi the MIi?wi»f
:

k>olqs ar« hereafter eiplaaied. ^
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|f|i|§^

The second principal stroke is the in-

verted I : drawn thus—

1 . What is the first movement of the

pen in drawing the inverted ? ?

*£.- From the hyphen^ with the right cor-

ner of the pen., draw up a hair stroke in a

curved direction to the upper line ; thus—

% What is the second motion

f

«£. It is the gradual pressure' of the pen
?

"which takes place between the line and the

lower edge of the period;, while making the

oval turn: thus

—

.
"V*,

..
:

: /
f '*'.•*"• ,

'
:
.')

:
.

,r
', '

3. ^. What is the third movement ?

At the lower c?dge of the period press

hardy and continue an equal pressure quite

down to the lower lihe^ letting the bottom

square : thus—*

These three movements of the pen^ being

properly performed by a steady hand^ leave

the inverted I thus—

The learner is to observe and remem-

ber, that the top of the inverted I is shaped

exactly like the bottom of the direct L
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The third principal stroke is the curved

I : drawn thus-—

i* ^, What is the, first motion of the

jpen in drawing the curved I ?

With the right corner ofthe pen from

thfc hyphen carry up a hair stroke to the top

of the period in a curved direction : thus—

.& What is the second motion?

iS. It is the gradual pressure of the pen

between the line and lower edge of the pe*

riod: thus—

3 . What is the third movement £

:0 Between the periods continue the

same hard and equal pressure : thus

—

«$!. What is the fourth ptbtion ?

It is the gradual rise of the pen from

full to a hair strofee/ while forming the

oval turn : thus

—

The hair line is drawn up to the hy=

phen with the right corner of the pen in &

curved direction,

These four moVeitients of^ the peii prop^

erly performed leave the eiirved I thus

—

I
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The fourth principal stroke is

thej : drawn thus--

1 . What is the first motion

of tne pen in drawing thej?

Tlie pen must be set firm,

and square on the line, and a. hard

and equal pressure continued quite

down to the next line : thus— p
3'. Q. What is the second

movement ?

il At the third line gradually

rise from the full to a hair
1

stroke,

at the same time bending gracefully

to the left, turning round, the period

in a hair line : thus— \

^ q. What is the- third move-

ment?

4. From the period with the

right corner of the pen continue a

hair jjjroke in a curved direction,

croslpjg the stem at the angle, and

cndmg at the hyphen : thus-^-

These three movements of the

pen, being properly performed with

a careful and steady handj leave

thej thus— , .
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The fifth principal stroke is the

Drawn thus

1 . Q. What is the first motion of the pen

in drawing the of ^
JL With the left corner of the pen care-

fully turn the top with a hair stroke : thus—

3. Q. What is the second movement ?

elL It is a gradual pressure in a circular

direction^ toiichiii^ tlie: end of the dashj and

pressing heaviest between the dash and the

period : thus

—

i

S. Q» What is the third motion?

A. It is the gradual rise of the pen while

forming the oval turn as at the bottom of

the direct and curved I : thus—

i

4. Q. What is the fourth movement ?

J£ With the' ri^ht corner 6f iihe "pen

draw up a hair line in an oval direction,

touching the opposite end of the dash, and

join the top neatly, without btemg : thus—

These four movements of the pen, being

carefully and properly performed, leave

the o : thus^-

After beginning a stroke or letter^ the pen ia

by no means to he taken off till the letter is com»

pletely finished*
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Ohs&rmtions an the pmsstire and nse df tlie Pm$
as illustrated in theforegbing pages.

It may not be amiss to mention the most essen-

tial faults^ to which children are subject in drawing

the leading strokes, that they may be more effeek=

ally gnafded against them,

1, Instead of pressing the pen sufficiently hard

at the beginning of every letter^ which ought to be

£<piar$ and full upon the top5 they are ever apt to do

the contrary, viz, to strike the pen light, and conse-

quently to leate tte

They are likewise very apt to press hardest

upon the pen where it should vfaer viz. at the bot-

tom turn of all the letters.

3v They are likewise very apt in drawing the

body of the l7 as well as all the down strokes^ and:

in carrying up all the hair strokes, to move the pen

much quicker than it ought to be moved by $

leader.

4* *More especially are they apt to move the pea

the quickest where it should be carried as slowly a$

it possibly can be moved, viz, at the bottom turn of

all the letters ; as there is a twofold motion of the

pen required in this tuyn, viz, the pen must grada-

ally rise from a full to a fine hair stroke, and at the

game time move to the right in a circular direction*

At the top turn they are apt not only to move the

pen much too quick^ but also to come to a full pre%

gure at once before the turn is completed*

With regard to the movement of the pe%
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V It is as necessary that learners should at first he

taught to observe a proper space of time for the right

movement of the pen, in order soon to draw the

strokes accurately, as it is that they should be taught

to observe a proper time in pronouncing a word,, or

in sounding the notes in music.*

>>TMs will appear obvious when we consider the

smallness of the, space between where the pen must

begin to rise and the line ; this space being so mi-

nute? that if the pen he moVed with that rapidity of

motion, which learners are apt to do, and which is

generally alloAvedj it is drawn over this space much

sooner than the mind can possibly perceive the

gradual change^ which ought to take place, viz,

from a Ml to a fine hair stroke, as well ag a contrary

direction, viz, from a straight line to a circular one,

From the foregoing observations may he infer-

red, that if the leading strokes are to be drawn in a

certain direction^ and if they require the pen to he

pressed in one part, and eased or carried light in

.another, in order to have letters appear graceful to

the eye ; then it is highly necessary for teachers to

help the learner immediately to perceive wherein

this symmetry and due proportion consists, as well

as the right movement of the pen,, in order to effect

JJie operation required,

How mow it is impossible for the human miiid

* It may be noticed here, that thigj very slow movement of

the pen should not he practised after children have obtained a

good idea of a letter, and fully imderstand the risfe and pre£=

purt of the pen ?
&e.

;
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fully to comprehend any complex object, tvitfiottt

liaving first fully conceived of the simple parte of

which it is composed^ it .is necessary that teacher^

as soon as possible^ help the learner to a right idea

of the firstj second^ and third parts of each stroke;

If so
?
is it not beyond dispute^ that, oftentimes those^

^who want the attention of the master inost^ have it-

least ? I mean those> who are iu^t beginning to

write,

For-* though it fli&st be confessed th&t it is very

laborious., and needs? great patienee to regulate the

are% paper^ pen, &e. as often as is needed^ which

for some weeks may he as often as every two or

three minutes $ yet? as this must he attended |pf be-

fore they can ever write witkTreetfom ajid ease,.it is *

much the- b«J3t.:to fceep thew xighi at te^ before bad

habits are confirmed ; as it will then he much harder

to correct them. Not only soy but the proficiency of

the pupils will abundantly compensate for the pains

necessary to produce the desired effect*

OF THE USE OF THE BUY PEN.

It has been observed^ in the preceding part of

this workr that two things should he first and pritt-

dually attended to, in order soon to write a fair

hand. ^ $

1. The mind must be impressed with a just idea

of each principal stroke

%, The next tiling is to learn the use of the pen,

and the right motion of the fingers*
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Jtfow, to obtain both these purposes, let this sim-

ple aM easy, but useful method be practised. ||t

the learner be always fuj^shed wi^ two well made

pens, the one of which should be always used en-

tirely dry in the following manner.

Let the dry pen be drawn very slowly, and with

great care, several times oyer each stroke or letter;

the learner observing at the same time very critically

where the pen should be pressed, ia order to fill the

body part of the stroke, as well as to understand the

gradual rise ©f the pen from a full to a hajr stroke,

without which no person will ever be able to w rite a

bandsome hand.

After drawing the pen thus over the copy seve-

ral times, let the learner, with ink in the other pen,

draw only Ave or six strokes, as slowly as possible,

remembering in what part the pea must be pressed,

and in what part it must begin to rise, as his copy

Ms just taught him. Then let the dry penbe drawn

several times over the stroke again, as before direct-

ed, Let this method be constantly practised, not

only in drawing the first strokes, and in making

single letters ; but likewise at first writing joining

hand copies.

Whenwritingjoining hand, one wordjpnly should

be traversed ;over several times, and then written,

before the scholar proceeds with the dry pen to an-

other; as it is much easier to remember the right

joining of five, six, or seven letters only, than fifteen

or twenty.

This method will soon prove its utility ; as by
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this means the learner may plainly ses hoW the me-

chanical operation of the pen is performed iri draw-

ing a stroke ; and consequent!j niay soon acquire a

better idea of a stroke or letter/ than many obtain

after practising years without it

1)IALO0UE OK THE USE OF THE
DRY FE1SL

i« % What is meant by the dry pen ?

•2. It is a well made pen to be used without ink^

2. Q* How is the dry pen to be used ?

*i. It is to be carefully drawn or traced over the

strokes or skeletons of letters before drawing the

same with ink,

3. Q« What is the proper use and benefit of the

dry pen ?

It is used to teach the learner the proper

inbvement, pressure,, and rise of the pen. It is also

of great use thoroughly tff impress the mind of the

pupil with correct ideas of the #hape of the letters,

4?-- Q* What are we to understand by the pres-

sure of the pen ?

As all the steins and body part of every letter

are to be drawn and filled to a proportionable thick-

ness^ that weight of the hand^ which spreads the nib

sufficiently to fill the strokes composing letters,, may

be called the pressure of the pen/

Q What do we understand by the rise of the

pen? I

ff. It is that careful^ nearly perpendicular mo-

tion of the pen , which is necessary when leaving the

full a&d rising to a hair stroke at the bottom turn of

theletterg*

0. g Wkj m& iMHvm apt to mmIIp pens

with a very hastj> rapid motiott ?

Bec^ufae thpir minds are quick0d '
Jippatieii^

and they have no rule to direct and ^derate th?

motions of the pen.

7, Mngtthe dry penl>e ifrawn YS?^ #>My
ove^ the letters ?

tfiL By' all means. It must be draw® with a steady

and slow movement \ the learner reMeBaibeiTOg ,at the

same time where the pen s]^oi^M pre3% ilt or<ief tnnll

the 1>pdy of the letters, and where it, should rise to

form the oval turns at the bottom of the letters.

8. Q. Bjoeg a careful and proper use of the ory

pen give the learner a right motion of the fingers ?

4- Ye^j as the letters are drawn in a sUn^ng

direetjon? by careful practice in, drawing the pen

repeatedly over them, the learner will soon by habit

acquire the natural slant ipllbe letters, with the right

motion uf the fingers,
4

9. Q, MffW does the nm of the dry fmhfctyns

t& miderstod the pressure and rise of the pen ?

*4* By a sl^vr and careful use of the dry pen^ the

and critically to view

the ho4y? tfee tjJTB^? and t)^ hair

tergj whjich he is traeiwgf by whieh Me^as, in a short

tunej his mind cannot fail of heing impressed wit|t

^^eijpit^ ideas fif the shape «f the letters.

r
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TO MAKE A PEST.

1. Scrape off the scurf or gander's teeth with

the back' of yomvknife, that the slit may be clear

^

then exit off a little of the end from the baek of the

quill, sloping.

M Turn up the belly of the quill ; enter yon?

knife about an inch from the 'end; and, with a draw-

ing steoke, cut as low as the middle of the barrel to

the end of the quilly carefully, leading the side*

even ; their cut

3. Turn lip the quilly 'and
? exactly in. the itiiddlCy

by a direct line^ according to the natural run of tlie

quill
?

. enter the knife a little way into the hack of

it
; iben

7 placing your left thumb hard upon the

back, as high as you intend to split it? force up the

slit with, a sudden motion of your right thumb naiL

or with another quill,

4. Cut down the shoulders neatly and equally

on both sides to a pointy taking care to cut a little

more foam the back than frOffi the'froiit^%-at the fore

side of the nib may be broader than the back of it,

5. Lay the inside of the point upon your left

thumb nailj enter your knife into the quill hear the

pointy and with a sloping cut make the pen feather-

edged | thenj with k down right motion, eat off the

pointy to form the nib,

^Both slit and nib must be in proportion to the

size of the copy hahd; whicb yon mean to write.
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If the quill be iMek, let the shoulder be left long*

If the quill be thinj let the shoulder be left short.

m For the help of such youth as are accustom-
||

ed to labor, and thereby have their fingers stiffened

and rendered insensible of the weight of the pen, I

have practised the following method. A round

jjiece of lead, an inch and an half in length, with

one end sharpened, may be pushed..up. the barrel of

perceivable by the learner, and enable him mors

readily to acquire the command of the .pen ?
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TO MAKE' WRITING AN 'AMUSEMENT ,

As it tends very much to the improvement of

youth, that their writing be made a diversion rather

than a task, proper means should be taken to keep

the attention of children awake.

1. As one-.means to accomplish : this, let the old,

formal, customary method of tying children to the

disagreeable task of writing ten or twelve lines of ;

tlie;same copy be entirely thrpwn aside.

Who is there, even among those who have al-

ready: attained the knowledge of writing, that is not

in some degree weary after writing only five or six

lines of the same copy ? Variety is pleasing to all,

but especially to children ;. while a continual same-,

ness is not only apt to tire, but also to create a

dissust in the mind. If so, hbw exceedingly disa.

greeable must it be for a sprightly genius to be co%
|j
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loss how. to form ;them~ito pe&oujbetog able; tomake Mai
ofwhiet he has no fa* ikekmmtivii mum

'

J»e
^twded between^ M

impossible ftr them to nbtaiita proper idea: of ertherf as their
pen uteres atmtfo^
From tMs^ieMr^thie; subject; ii is not Uprising; ihat

children, in genera^ ar©

quiring even a moder skillin the uri of wrttiHg, and that

.

after so great waste oftime and stationary:, and o&er contin-
gent espense^ so few arrive at any derterity i» it,

To put a pupil to writing, under fl|ese disadtantagei, is as
inconsistent; a* it would he to set-a lad to translate Vij$il
fcfiWihe had stodied Ms liatm Gkmtnar, Or to solve a diffi-
cult prohlem in mathematics, without the knowledge of the
power of figures.

An ingenious meehanie wilsever obtain; as farm possible,
a clear and distinet idea of , all the component parts of tlie

maehiae whieh he is ahout to otherwise he might labor
for months to no purpose. It is also allowed by all, that for a
youth to ohtaiii the knowledge of anymechanieal sart, he must
be taught the nature and use of tools, before he ean make
proficiency. Therefore* as writing is in some measure a

, mechanical art, it should be mechanically tadght j and as
ihere is ihr nature a certain« proportion for the height/ and
breadth of a letter, wKieh strikes the eye agreeably^ so there
is a natural and easy movement of the fingers and pen, ne-
cessary to draw the : letter with freedom, and without which
the pupU will labor in vain to acquire this usefal and orna-
mental art.

The necessity ofa System for teaching the art of writing
in a simpieycheap, and accurate Maimer, and in" a^drt 5 tiiney

will clearly appear, -n^^-tocoHgi^^ii-^ ffife-^Ho^
;

ing reasons : viz.

1. The laborious) tiresotoey long^ and expensive way bT
learning to write Mi«tof6re-'piiu$t^L' :

:

.
2. The shortness ofhuman life.

PREFACE. ix

z 8, The various
. branches of. knowledge necessary to be

.
acquired, and the great disproportion of time usually spent

in learning to write.

4, The shprt period allowed for the education pfa great

portion of the youth in our country^ even in the most populous

parts of it. ,

.

B* The injury winch tho usands of feeble and delicate

eonstitutions receive in respeet to health, by compressing tbe

chest, and by cramped and hurtful postures of the body, in

the attitude of writing/

6, The incalculable saying of expense in stationary^ board,
and clothing, while learning this art*

7. Tt%e remedy, which this new plan will afford^ forthe in-

convenience *f living at a distance from sehool, or even th&
want ofa^ehool

; forthe unskilfulnpss of teachers 5 andfor the
prevention of bad habits in vfriting. The child may now,
in any case of necessity, learn at home, as he is here presented

with all the directions for his position at the desk, for hold-

ing the pen, and for the formation of every part, and of the

whole of each letter, and every thing requisite to fair writing;

3. The great progress, which youth might makpin other

branches of useful knowledge, in the time which may be
redeemed by learning to write, in a few.weeks

j
upon the plan

here presented to the public, .

9. The peculiar advantages to youth from being able, at

an early period, to write a fair hand with ease and expedition,

arising from transcribing many important and instructive

historical sketches, and moral observations, and particularly

from an early correspondence with others, from which they
might receive many advantages.

The author remembers, that in eonvej^ation with the cefe-^

bratedDoet Rash, about twenty years sipee
?
he informed him^

that « He then had two letters lying by him unanswered, as he
could by no means decipher the nanles of the subscribers ^

Fouth should be taught that it is but a poor compliment to

oblige their friepds to sit poriu^ovejr a half written lett^
?



fined to his seat, and to write ten ot twelve links of

th© saine copy?
w-heh lie was. sufficiently tired, in

writing half that number.

Are not the efieets of this very visible in th©

^reaief part of cblldfen's writing hooks, where this

formal method is paetised ? Da not we often se6

the last lines of thek copies hy nowwm so correct

&$ the former ? Ho wonder, therefore, that little or

afto improvement is made, while their employment is

much more a burden tfaga fc- diversion*.

Children should never be obliged to write more

than four orJive lines of one copy at a time ; as there

lire but very few copies, which do not contain four

or five of the leading strokes 5 and as the letters in

all copies are made by the same rule ; there can be

no disadvantage ingratUyhig the fancies of children

fn this respect.

% As another means to fix the attention of chil-

dren, and to make writing an amusement to them, it

js advised that & school never be kept to writing

more than thirty or forty minutes at a time 5 suppos-

ing^as it ouaht to be) that their whole attention for

this time is engaged in drawing every stroke or let-

ter accurately, according to the plate. After that

period of time* it would he well to let the whole

school rest for the space of ten or fifteen miftutes $ in

which iime they inay with advantage amuse them-

selves by repeating a dialogue to each other res-

pecting the letters, &c. or let them be otherwise^

amused, as the (Mseretion of their instructor may

dictate*,
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It is granted that this seems to be attended with

^bme little mconmience* Hotwithstanding it an-

swers a Very valuable purfose. By thesemeans the

mind may fee kept from being tired> and fitted for

closer applicatron. This will make their learning

pleasant and agreeable.

Thus would the minds of children be thoroughly

engaged, and in this waytheymay attain more know-

ledge of wrMng in two or three mouths, than most

acquire in as many years; where there are no means

used to fix their attention. Is it not evident* that a

child would acquire more skill in penmanship by

writing three or four Unes with the utmost care and

attention, than by writing several ^vhole copies with

a heedless mind, without a desire to excel ?

The author of this wbtk has not only often heard

the common eomplaint of want of roomM schools,,

bnt having been employed as a teacher in several;

states of the Union, has himself, in numerous instan-

ces, to bis great moirMcation, experienced the pecu*

liar disadvantage uf seeing his pupils crowded, or

rather packed together in a small room, poorly light-

ed, with very Unequal warmth, and the writing-tables

and seats ill conatfucted.

From the too small size of sehoolhouses, the

following great disadvantages arlsev

1. For childrento sit in a confined,uncomfortable

no&tnre is a great impediment to their learniag in
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any branch, hut especially in that
;
of writings as

when they are thus crowded, they sit uneasily, and

are ever shrugging, pushing and jostling each other
\

this naturally chafes themind?
interrupts their stuw

dies?
prevents that deliberate - fixedness of thought,

which is necessary to acquire the art.

\ g. As writing is a fine art, and is to he acquired

onlyhy imitation, it is necessary the mind should he

wholly uiidisfarhed, and thus free to attend critically

to the copy> intent to imitate it

. §1 While learning to write, the pupil needs the

free use of both arms, as *vell as a composed mind,

to .
proceed either with profit to himself, or with

pleasure to Ms instructor ; every possible conve-

nience therefore is little enough to obtain the object.

From these considerations the author hopes to be

excused, should he earnestly solieit parents to con-

sider the irreparable loss which their children sus-

tain under the abovementioned ". embarrassments,

which so greatly hinder their improvement, not only

in writing, but in every other branch.

It is thought by good judges, that Schoolhouses

ought to be built at least one third larger, and better

lighted than has been usual in country towns, which

when fii'St built can be done with comparative-

ly small additional expense ; with properly con-

structed seats and tables, and other conveniences

necessary, the extra improvement of the pupils would

doubtless in two years richly compensate the owners.

It would be like money lent at one hundredvper cent.

Moreover it is of great importance that parents
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furnish each of their children with good paper-, firm

quills^ inkstand and free i&kj penknife^-rule, lead

pencil., &c* And wfere the pupils provided with

small pair of dividers^ by which they might amusfe

themselves with ascertaining the proper pfoportions

and slope of the letters^-it would be a means of their

becoming more thorough masters of the art.

Children not only suffer much
?
but lose much of

their time for want of equal warmth in every part of

the room*, the fire being wholly at one end; to

remedy which) the authorMs contrived a new plan-

ned chimney, with a horizontal funnel^ which is to

foe foniii in the centre of the xooiUj having a fire place

on each side> and so constructed as to save all the

heat between the mantleptece and ceilingywhich ha£

hitherto been wholly lost.

By this improvement^ for wMch the author hag

secured apatent^ theroom may be sufficiently wanned

with about one half the quantity of fuel usually con-

sumed in schoolhpuseSj without the desired effect*

This whole work^ comprising seven books, is

designed for the use of schools and private families.

And it is so contrived,, that young gentlemen and

ladies^ who have not been under advantages to learn

to write, may immediately become, npt only their own

instructors*, but instructors of others.
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EXERCISES FOB WRfTlN(5? 3H SINGLE IJNES
AND VERSE.

A sense of our ignorance is the first step tff knowledge*

Adversity is the toach-sfa>ne of friendship*

A flattering companion is a dangerous eneiny,

A wise man's anger fe of short fcotatinuanee.

Accept no preferment on dishonorable terms.

AlBrjn speak all you knovr*

A friend, like & glaw-wor!% shines iij the dark,

'Ji wise man governs - with e&se> and is obeyed with pleasure.

A pnident woman sweetens her husbands misfortunes.

Add to your faith virtue, and to virtue, knowledge.

A comely countenance is a silent commendation.

A plMe of ill example May endanger a good man.

A pradBHt man valiies contentmejrt more' than riches.

A virtuous mind is rather to lie chosen th$n pi^mption^

A fair piece of writing is a speakiftg pietufe.

Authority is the main paint in government,

A Mar is seldom believed, though he speaks truth*

A wise man will hear, and will increase learning;

A soft answer iurnefii away wrath,

A wise son hea;reth his fathi&r?s inst^Ctions,

Adversity makes a man wise, rather than riches.

Before you attempt, consider whether you can perform*

|Sad books arte the public fountains of vice. %
;

Be slow in choosing a friend, slower ijt changing Mm*
Be more afraid of secret sins, thaft open shame/

Beninty is more commended than imitated*

Bfare spirits promote the public good*

Be patient in adversity, and humble in prosperity.

Be less confident, and more diligent*

By learning to qbey, you shall know how to commands

By a commendable deportment we gain reputation.

By diligence and industry we edmeto preferment*

Buy the truth, and sell it not.
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Cliildren require instruction, as well as provision,

Contemn not the potfr^ nor flatter the rich*

Charity should begm at home, and end abroad.

Commend ntir dkcojn^

Chide him not too much, who confesses his fault

Compassionate men never prove extortioners.

Contentment is preferable to riehfts and honor.

Delight in what you undertake to learn.

Drinking is the drowning of cares, not the cure of the%

Delights, like physicians* leave us when dying.

Do unto others as;you would have them do unto you.

Death will comfortably end a weU-spent Jif^

Death and life are in the power of the tongue,

Do no hurt, where yon eah do no good.

Do not govern your life by fancy, bnt by reason.

Delay in many cases ia dangerous.

Education is that which makes the man.

Envy is always waiting where virtue flourishes.

Esteem him, who teacheth you wisdom-

I Envy not a sinner's glory, for thorn knowi^t not his end,

Exalt wisdom, and she shall promote th^e.

Even a child is known by his doings*

Every sluggard is the cause ofMs own misfortunes.

Evil company makes the good baji, and the had worse.

Every idle thought to judgment must be brought

Fair words are often a cloak for foul actions.

Follow the dictates of reason, and you are safe.

First learn to obey, before yon pretend to govern.

Forsake the foolish, and go in tjie way s>t understandmg,

Flee pleasure, and it will follow yon.

Fair faces have sometimes foul conditions

Future events must be left to Providence,

Fraud in childhood will become knavery in manhood*

Frugality and industry are the hands of fortune*

Goodness generally leads to universal esteem.

0reat sins will require great repeataaee.
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Great men have many opportunities to do much good*

Give God the first and last of each day's thought*

Good education is the foundation of man's happiness*

God often corrects us in this life, to save us in the next-

God, our parents, and our mastery cannot he requited.

Good maimers, grace, and truth are ornaments in youth*

He is in some degree wise that conceals his ignorance.

Hear, ye children, the instruction of your father.

Hear instruction ; he wise, and refuse it not

Hypocrites first cheat the world, and atlast themselves

He that swims in sin, must sink in sorrow*
•

Idleness has no advocate, hut many friends.

Industry keeps the mind clear, and the body healthy.

It is a double curse to he poor and proud.

Industry is fortune's right hand* apd frugality her left*

Instruction and a good education is a durable portion*

It is better to be unborn than untaught.

Keep company with those, who may make yon better,

Knowledge pttlfs up some men, and humbles others.

Knowledge is the treasure of the mind.

Keep tliy tongue from evil, and thy lips from guile.

Kings, as well as mean men, must. die.

Keep at a distance from ill company*

Keep good decorum in yiftir words and actions*

Laziness is commonly punished with want,

Learning is the ornament of youth, and comfort of age^

Lying lips are an abomination unto the Lord.

Love not sleep, lest thou ecmie to poverty.

Learn to live as you wouM wish to die.
*.

Learn to unlearn what you have learn t amiss.

Let not the work of to-day he put off till to-morrow.

Man has much to itiam, but a short while to live.

Money ig some men's servant, and other -men's master*

Make not a jest of another mail's infirmity-

Make provision for want in time of plenty*

Merey aid truth shall follow thtgwj who dem ise good>

AST OF WRITING.

31ake no friendship with an angry man.

Monuments oflearning are the most durable.

Many are made saints oit earth that never reach heavens

Nothing is more contagious than an ill example.

Not to grow better% commonly to grow wotse,

Nothing is constant in this uncertain world.

Opportunity neglected brings severe repentance.

Pursue useful and profitable studies.

Poverty and shame attend those that refuse instruction-

Quiet men have quiet minds, and enjoy content.

Ilememher your duty to God, your nMghbotrr, and yourself,

liepent to-day, to-morrow may* he too late*

Silence is an antidote against an envious tongue.

Sin and sorrow are inseparable companions.

Truth is the strongest band of human society.

Vice often deceives us under the color of virtue.

Would you be rich* he industrious ; if wise, he studious*

Xenophon accounted the wise man happy.

Young men are prone to hearken to had counsel:

Zeal without knowledge is but a religious wild-fire.

ON THE ART OF WRITING,

*Tis to thfe pen and press we mortals owe

All we believe and almost all iye know*

Hail mystic Art ! which men like angels taugM

To speak to eyes, and paint unbodied thought

!

Though deaf and dumb, blessed skill- relieved by thee

We make one sense perform the task of three.

We see, we hear, we touch the head and heart,

Attd take, or give, what eateh hut yields in part.

With the hard laws of distance we dispense,

And, without sound, apart commune in sense 5

Vie though confined, may rule this earthly ball,

And travel o'er the wide expanded all.

Dead letters, thus with living notions fraught,

Prove to the soul the teleseopa of thought

;
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To mortal life a deathless witness give,

And bid all-deeds and titles last, and live;

In scanty lifei etesnitt we taste,

View the first ages, and inform the last.

Arts, hist'ry, laws, we purchase with a look,

And keep, like fate, all nature in a book.

Advice to yoxjng GENTltE$iEJfr

Americas tooths, our age's hope and care,

You whom the next may polish, or impair,

Learn, by the pen, those talents to insure,

That fix e'en fortune, and from want secure.

Yoti, with & dash, time may drain a mine,

And deal the fate of empires in a line.

T^or ease and wealth, for honor and delight

Your hand's yout warrant, if you well can writev

True ease ih writing comes from art, not ehance?

As those move easiest, who have learned to dance.

TO TOUNG XMIES.

Ye gpriglitlT Fair, whose gentle minds incline

To mend our manners and our hearts refine j

^ifli admiration iii your works are read

The' various textures of the twining thread.

Then let the fingers, whose unrivalled skill

^xalts the needle^ grace the noble quill.

/An Urtless scrawl the blushing scribbler shames.

All shonld be fair that beauteous woman frames.

Strive to excel, with ease the pen will move,

And graceful lines add charms to infant love.

BlOKHAH*

That Hi? people of the cmxmmwmUb of Massachusetts.^**! have

a view of the grounds^ \ upon which the Legislature /wts

thought proper to fimdsh^Hih fob First Book; and

ihcShevr main object in doing this,a>hich tsto introduce tte

rentainingbookS) my not fmt of success, wsttee, both to tfte

community and to the author, J^mmds.that the following

Statement md Jppeal shou&d here be presented.
:

STATEMENT, |©
In Massachusetts, including the District of Maine, there

areahmit4*0 towns. Tbe towns are divided into school dis*

triets of perhaps abottt 6 edch, making 2830 schools? and it is

presumed that these schools contain at least 30 scholars each

upon aw average, . amounting to S4600 ; one half of which, be-

ing 42300, are doubtless writers : and that, according to a caL

*iion made bythe Rev. Bishop Moor, d. b. President of Co-

lumbia college, William S. Johnson, ll d. late President of

6f said college, AbrahamBeach, ». D. of the eity of New York,

Rev. Stephen W. Stebbins, Stratford, Conn. Amzi Lewis, d. n.

North Stanford, Conn, late preceptor of N. Salem academy, and

many other respectable gentlemen, there is a saving of expense,

to each scholar, in acquiring the art of writing, according to

Mr. Jenkins' system, of at least 100 dollars, making an aggre-

gate saving to the inhabitants of this commonwealth, according

to the above statement, of 4,000,000 dollars, in the short term of

toe years ; and all this with a certain^' of being able to write

a fair and legible hand. Mr. Jenkins' work comprises seven

hooks \ sis of which are calculated to lead the learner step by

step, from the first and most simple, elementary part of writing,

to a fair and elegant hand. It is presumed, that by the use of

a set of these books a child might acquire theart ofwriting for

one half of the sum usually expended for stationary. The -sev-

enth book is intended to afford various specimens of penman-

ship for imitation. These specimens are calculated in an emi-

nent degree, te aniuse and please, to gam the attention and ex-

eite the ambition of the scholar ;
while, at the same time, tkey

gerve to exemse his skill and perfect him in the art. It is to

he noticed that the first and the seventh book may be kept for
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us£ in a faiteily for successive! generations Of the five inter-

mediate Looks every learner will want a set. The number of

copies necessary
? that every scholar may be furnished, can be

easily fefitimatedb

As it was proposed, at a farmer session, that the LegisW
tore should print, or Cause to be printed at their expense, a cer-

tain number of copies and distribute them among the towns in

this state> this hint is given to tarn the attention of the com-

mittee to the number of books required^ and to the immense
benefit, which must accrue to Che public, from furnishing our

schools with this valuable work. The great utility of thfe au-

thor's plan, in facilitating and perfecting the attainment of that

art, so essential to the comfort and usefulness of every individ-

nal, has been proved by long experience, and warmly reeom-

mended by men of the highest respectability for character and

talents. The testiinoniaJhsv which have been communicated to

the author, are numerous : among others we would mention the

Rev. Dan Huntington of Middletowiij Conn,, a gentleman dis-

tinguished for learning and patriotism* and who has become

experimentally acquainted with tlie merits of this improvement^

hy adopting it in the instruction of his own son, a lad of about

seven m eight years of age. The Rev. Mr. Huntington states it

as fully his opinion«^ that a complete set of books, comprising

this system, would be of more value in his family, to teach his

children a knowledge of .this; useful art, than 300 dollars ex-

pended in the? common mode of instraetion j. inasmuch as child-

ren and youth may, by thi$ method^acquire a fair and even ele-

gant hand writing, by way of amusement and relaxation^ and

without interruption to other studies.'
5

After an intimate acquaintance with thk system, the Rev*

Perez Fohes? l l. d. of Raynham, a member of 4he American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, the Hon. Joseph Moffett of

Brimfieldj and Rev. Charley Stearns, n* n. a, a. s. of Lincoln^

state thus :—f! We do believe, that a complete set of Mr* Jen^

Mns* books on penmanship, would be of more real use to a

family of half .a dozen children, than 3O0 dollars would he ex-

pended in learning them to write in the usu&Lway^

STATEMENT,

A discovery of this magnitude* which opens to the world

and to posterity a source of improvement^ a mine ofreal wealth,

whieh can never be exhausted, must not be lost ! To the legis-

lature, as the fathers ofthe commonwealth, thousands anxiously

look to encourage and patronize this discovery 5 we ardently

wish they inay not look in vain.

It is here particularly to be noted, that should the honora-

ble legislature afford the author sufficient encouragement to

publish his work
;
yet it is of siiph a nature, that he will un-

avoidably be laid under the necessity ofspending much more

time, and he at much mpi*e expense in superintending and in-

specting sueh a work^ which must he engraved and printed un-

der his immediate care 5 and we earnestly desire that he may
be able to do this without painful embarrassment

It is hooped that for a work which will be of such greats

extensive, and lasting utility, in which the author has almost

worn out his life, and wholly expended his earnings, the bono-
r

rable legislature will lie disposed to grant Mm some pecuniary

assistance, and make Mm some permanent compensation i ,

Signed by thefollowing and many other gmtlew&n.

Rev. EPHRA1M WARD,
Rev. JOHN €RANB, b d.

Rev. ZEPH. SWIFT MOORE.
Hon. LEONARD WHITE,
Rev. JOSEPH EMERSON,
Rev. ZBDEKIAH SANGER, d. v.

Rev. AARON BANCROFT, d. d.

Kev. JOHN REED, m d.
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A candid appeal to thefriends ofjustice^ and patrons of the*

useful arts.

Mr* Jenkins is no* at the advanced age of fifty seven.
The prime of his life has been spent in improving this art,

travelling from one state to another, making experiments in
instruction, and, if it were a possible, thing, to convince the
world of the practicability of greatly diminishing the time and
expense usual in attaining the art of penmanship.

It must, to every discerning mind, be obvious, that in carry-
ing into execution a plan of this magnitude, much time and
money must unavoidably be expended* To be able to offer to

the public an entirely new method of teaching the art of writ-

Sing, by willeh more than three fourths of the time, and an equal
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proportion of expense is saved, to put the plan into operatian,

and to prove Uir^iM^^^^^^^^^ of suece^ful

experiments demonstrating its great utility, are things of no

small consequence, and claim no inconsiderable share of the

attention and patronage ofthe-public*

From the short time and trifling expense necessary to attain

the art of penmanship, by tie use of this system the public

may save millions of dollars. Shall the author then receive no

reward but that whieli arises from his knowing that his eoun-

try*s good has been, promoted by him ? Shall he receive no en-

couragement in his endeavour still further to advance the same

iiiterest ? The reflection that he has done the public service

may indeed be very pleasing, but will not Satisfy the impor-

tant demands of his family, or enable him to complete his

work for. the benefit of posterity.

It is a well known fact, and every person of common ob-

servation can attest to its truth, tlrat those, who have applied

themselves intensely to the invention of an art> have scarcely

in a single instance been remunerated for their trouble, and the

vast expense both oftime and property, necessarily attending

the attainment? hut have generally died, leaving their families

in indigent circumstances j while 'others haye availed them-,

selves of that which to the inventor has been the cause ofgreat

trouble, eare, and anxiety, and in attaining which much time

and money have been necessarily expended*

,If theii good penmanship be an object worthy of attention 5

if the saving of much of the precious time of youth,, and great

expense for stationary and instruction merit any regard, will

not the friends of the public good patronize a.work which

comes recommenced by so high authorities, and promises so

extensive utility to the rising generations ?

From these considerations we cannot but flatter ourselves

that the author will be liberally patronized and supported*

We are the more encouraged, when we reflect, that the citizens

of America have been preeminently distinguished for the prac-

tice of that fundamental.principle of our governments which is*

that merit should receive due patronage an<J reward.

Rev. EBENEZER FITCH, n. b.

President of Williamstown College,

Hon. MARSHAL SPRING,
Rev. JOSEPH LATHROP, d. d,

Rev, SAMUEL KENDAL, n. %
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urith $ffieidt7' rje'%^ftg -one part, and guessing at the other,,

Which at once robs them qf that pleasure and satisfaction^

which naturally arise in the mind while reading the letter

of a friend, written, not only in a good style, but in a faiiy

luu^onje haiidj™thk
?

at once, charms and feasts the eye,

and, with good sentiments* gratifies the mhid. A handsome

ehirography has frequently heeji the means of introducing

many young gentlemen, of indigent eiremnstanees, into husi-

ness, which lias poured them support and affluence.

After duly reflecting on all the above considerations, and

.jumerous others, which will naturally fee suggested to the

mind, it is presumed, that every wellwisher to the rising

generajtiOT, m& f3i^ interests of sofeiety, will cordially and

zgal^uShly enpgxtr&ge ^ systejn of writing, which promises,

aigd seenre, so mfrny? and such extensive benefits, to our

country*

The puhlte may he assured, that the author has spared

nether time, pains, nor expense, to render the system as com*

plpte and useful possible. It must he left to the candid

and discerning to determine how for he may have fallen short

of accospiplishiiig his design. He hopes that the work may

be as useful to his couutry, $s the invention and execution

.hffve been expensive, l^qri**U£$ a$td impoverishing to himself

... THE AUTHOR-.-
Boston* July 6, 1813*

Ji i
. .
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;
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As the Almighty; Saviour has repeatedly commanded us m
love our neighbour a$ ourselves j arid as there are millions of

our fellow creatures whose souk are perishing for the Word
of Life; and since many of different denominations are now

^£alou%ly engaged to spread the Gospel of Christ throughout

the world—-the autlior^ willing to cast in his mite to promote

this henevoleiit design, lias devoted a tenth part of the profits

of this whole work to the encouragement of the Bible, Mis-

sioiiary^ and Tract Societies, under the full belief, that the

knowledge and pr&etiefc of true religion tend> both $o lessen

PREFACE. X1

fee miseries of this life, and to prepare fee soul for everlast-

ing happiness beyond the grave. " Standing, as I now do, in

Si-ht of a dissolving universe, beholding the dead arise, fee

world in flames, the heavens fleeing away, all nations con-

vuked with terror^ or wrapt in the visions of fee Lamb, I

yroHounee the conversion of a single pagan of more value,

than all fee wealth, feat ever omnipotenee produced."

Such is the infinite value t>f an immortal soul, " that, were

there but one heathen in fee Worlds and he in fee ramofest

corner of Asia, if no greater duty confined us at home, it

would be worth fee pain* for all fee people in America to

embark together to carry the ^ l*v~* *



BECOMMENDATIONS,

*tt*'*s* m Jlfr:•fe*i"s,il§SS
The Committee, appointed by the Americas"Academy of

Ahts astd SoienobS) upon the application of Mr, John Jen-
kins to examine the merits - of his System *f Writing, and re-
port thereon, have earefully attended to that business, and
report? that, haviag examined the principles npon which Mr.
Jenkffls has established his System of Writing, and the me-
thod he proposes to make use of in teaching this useful art, do
find, that he was the first who published in this country a re-u-
lar and systematic treatise upon it, and that in whatever
view we consider the subject, his plan is the most eligible that
has yet come within the observation of your Committee, and

f
at/ ,S ,mP°rta,,< t0 «»e Merest of school education that Mr.

Jenkins' plan should he universally adopted, as the best sys-
tem extant, and that it ought to he generally introduced into
our schools.

SIDNEY WILLARD, }CHARLES STEARNS, I Committee.
LOAMMI BALDWIN, J

Philadelphia, March 16, i^M.
We, the subscribers/having examined Mr, Jenkins' direc-

tions for the position of the body and limbs in writing, are
satisfied that it is easy and natural ; and that the action of the
Miuscles, and the circulation of blood, are less interrupted by
it, than by arty of the usual positions in writing.

BENJAMIN RiTSH, m. d.
JAMES HUTCHINSON, m. »

. BENJAMIN SAY. m. D .

JAMES COGSWELL* M, D . Wi K

REfcOMMENBATIONS. % - Xlli

Boston, Jlilg. 33, i£91.

Ve; the subscribers, having examined the directions of Mr.

Jenkins, with respect to the construction of seats and writing

tables, and the position of the body and limbs in writing, are

fully of opinion, that by giving less interruption to respiration,

and to the circulation of the blood, and admitting of a free and

&asy action of the miiseles, it is preferable to any other in

common use^ as it is in no degree injurious to healthy and must

consequently be greasy conducive to the acquisition of the art

SAMUEL DANFORTH, u. d,

JOHN WARREN, m. d.

MARSHAL SPRING, m d.
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WE, the subscribers, have eatamined the work now offered

to the public, by BIr. John Jenkins, entitled, u The aet of

writing, reduced to a plain and easy System, on a plan en-

tirely new; ? ' and it appears to us to be a system foundpd on

just principles, easy to he understood and practised. It also

appears, from several credible testimonies, that its utility has

been proved in many in^tance^, under his personal instruction;

and that by the help of it, children and others have, in a very

short time, acquired the Art of Writing in a regular and me-

thodical manner, We do therefore recommend it &s an im-

provement in Penmanship, preferable %o any thing of the kind

which we have seen; and worthy the attention of heads of

families, and all who are concerned in the education of phil-

dren, or the management of schools,

Titles are added to the names of the following gen-
tlemen by the author.

His Ex'ey John Hancoct, Es^, Samuel Ansiiii, m i>.

Joseph Willard, b, p, l l. d, Eliphilet Porter, d,
Samuel Stillman, Wn. Elijah Parish, n,

Samuel Danfortli, m, Rav, Ebenezer Porter,
"J

Profess*
Hon. Samuel Dana, Esq, Leonard Woods, d. VTkeolog*
Jedediah Morse

?
i># Rev, Moses Stuart, J Institute
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Connecticut.

J5z5ra Stiles, rr. Timothy Bwight* d.

Jonat^aii Edward^ »* Noah Webster
?
jjiiiuEsq.

Mkgie Island*

James Manning,
.
d. jv Asa Messer? d.

JW?ie York,

J* BL Livingston^ 0. i>* -'Soft. W* S, Johnson, x, iv

•TVTew-'- Jersey*

His Ex'ey William Patterson. John Witherspooit, n.

JSTew Hampshire.

John WlieeIocfc
?
l l. j>* Elihn Thayeiyn, d-,

Hon. Jolm Langdon* Hon* Josiah Bartlett*

Vermont*

Ho?, Isaac Tichenon Hon. CKauneey Langdpn*
Hon* Daniel Chipinau*

Boston*, May 1% ISlSv

The suhscriBerj having been taught by A. Wrifford his sys*

tent &f writing, impr0p erly so ealle,d
?
and having lately had am

©fportunity critically to e^amin^ Mr. Jenkins' system ofwritingj

and compared: the same with thai published and tiaught by A.

Wrifibrdt deems it a duty he owes to the pnBlie and Mr. Jen-

kins, to declare his eoBTictioii;, that A* Wrifford purlpined

and adopted every important and essential principle of Mr*

JeaLkms' system
?
and that Ms deviations have been made appar-

ently to evade the direct charge of plagiarism, and are in their

tendency calculated to ^evejit tte acquirement of a free and

easy style of writing,

Mueh experience and investigation of the essential princi-

ples of the Art of Writing induces him to acknowledge .> that

Mr. Jenkins' mode possesses an infinite superiority over that

taiight by A* Wriffbtd
?
both in taste and substantial advantage

to the pupil.

REOOMMBNBATIOiSS.. XV

The above is in justiee to an injured and deserving ma%

considering himself dependant for the support of his family on

the establishment of his claim as the original iiotveiiUir of that

System of Writing, published and taught by Abel Wrifford as

his own; and who has been deprived of the reward, which

otherwise would have aecrued to him for so important and

Useful a discovery. J. tONGHURST,

Cambridge, Jvm 10 ?
1813^

I have lately been at the pains of carefully aoinparing

ip-jK Jenhins' system of writing, published in the year .i^l,

with Messrs. Wrifford's and Towne's, published in 4810 and

1813, and really do think, for myself, that there is evidence

ineontrovei'tible, that the two latter, instead ef having invented

any thing new, as elaimed by them in their pitblications, have

only mutilated and deranged the very system, and the minute,

particular directions to teachers, published as above by said

Jenkins, only for the purpose of evading plagiarism, and have

nalined them on the public as their own.
PROCTOR PIERCE.

Zffite Precepi&r of Lynn Academy,

Cambridge? 28 ? t
iS0&-

Havin(5 received fraim Mr, John Jejikiiie a coniinanieation

his system of tea«l)ing, by redneing to first principles the ai*t

of Writing, it appears to me well adapted to the attamanent, in

the most eipeditious aiid eeonomieal maniieiyof that object^and

ta merit* in a Mglx degree
?
the patronage of government*

ELBRIDGE GERRY, Esq,

Vim JfreMmt oftM United States*

Quincfy Mug. 10, 1809.

Abter a long list of the names oi the most literary and

respectable characters of this country, which Mr. John Jenkins

has now in his possession, as recommending his "Art of Pen-

mansliip," I deem it entirely needless to add mine :
but being

requested, I most dicerfully subscribe it. JOHN'AMMJ
Xafe President of the United States.



ADDRESS
TO INSTRUCTORS OF YOUTH.

The autlior acknowledges Ms obligations to the

Gentleman Associated Teachers of youth in the cities

of,2ffew York and Philadelphia, and to the Instructors

and Instructresses in other parts of*e United States,

who have encouraged and patronised his work, In
presenting his thanks for favors already received, he

respectfully asks their further patronage 5 and cannot

hut indulge the hop6 that, in its present improved state,

this work will meet their acceptance, and be a means

of lightening and facilitating their professional labors.

May they continue to enjoy the happiness, which

arises in the breast of those, who are friends to jus-

tice, and whose object is to do good. May they he

succeeded in their useful and laborious employments,

and ever enjoy the smiles of Divine Providence.

;
t

ADDRESS

TO PARENTS AND GUA'J&BXAJm

Those parents and guardian^ who consider that

health is one of the greatest of temporal blessings^ and
who duly estimate the advantages of a good education^

trill doubtless cheerfully encjoixfage the publication-pf

an easy and expeditious mode of acqxiiriiig; the art of

writing. The plan of this woyk is snch^ that not Spnly

the robust and healthy may be freed from long and
painful conflnement in school ; but thousands of chit

dren> who are of,a slender and weakly coustitution^ pr

those who have not the advantages of attending common
scliools^ by using a set of these boots? may learn to

write at home ;
i*hereas

;
in the usual mode of instruc-

tion children often write for months^ with very little im-r

provement—their minds must necessarily beeome tired^

ifnot disgusted^ with a continual sameness. Thus many
despair of ever acquiring a handsome hand^ and ne-

glect writing at all^ or content themselves with barely

conveying their ideas in a rough and homely .dress.

For want of an easy system^ comprising simple rules

and example^ which children can see and unuei^tajjd?

ytar after year^ and vast sutias of money are spent to

little purpose. Thousands^ who have naturally a taste

for fine writings after all their pains and loss of time^

write but jflttiserably + This failute arises not ^com want

t 3 m %


